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Abstract. The complete classification of WZNW modular invariant partition functions
is known for very few affine algebras and levels, the most significant being all levels of
A1 and A2 and level 1 of all simple algebras. Here, we address the classification problem
for the nicest high rank semi-simple affine algebras: (A
(1)
1 )
⊕r . Among other things, we
explicitly find all automorphism invariants, for all levels k = (k1, . . . , kr), and complete the
classification for A
(1)
1 ⊕ A
(1)
1 , for all levels k1, k2. We also solve the classification problem
for (A
(1)
1 )
⊕r , for any levels ki with the property that for i 6= j each gcd(ki+2, kj +2) ≤ 3.
In addition, we find some physical invariants which seem to be new. Together with some
recent work by Stanev, the classification for all (A
(1)
1 )
⊕r
k could now be within sight.
1. Introduction
A great deal has been learned in recent years about rational conformal field theories,
but in spite of considerable effort relatively little is known about their classification – it
is one of the main open problems in the area. A natural first step is to try to classify
all Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten [29] models. The partition function of a WZNW theory
associated with algebra gˆ and level k can be written as a sesquilinear combination
Z =
∑
Mabχ
k
a χ
k∗
b (1.1)
of characters χka of the representation of gˆ with (horizontal) highest weight a and level k.
Each χka is a function of a complex vector z and a complex number τ . The algebra gˆ is
the untwisted affine extension g(1) of a Lie algebra g [22].
One curious reason the classifications of these Z are interesting are the mysterious
“coincidences” which appear. For the g = A1 classification, there is the ADE pattern [6];
for the g = A2 classification the Fermat curves make surprise appearances [25]. These are
not fully understood at present, and we can only guess as to their ultimate significance,
but they do encourage us to look a little deeper. It is in this spirit that this paper has
been written.
There are several conditions the function Z in (1.1) must satisfy in order to be realized
by a physically reasonable conformal field theory. These are discussed in Sect.2. When it
does satisfy these conditions, we shall call it a physical invariant.
Many tools (see e.g. [2,4,26,28]) have been developed over the past few years for
finding these physical invariants, and it is probably safe to say that almost all physical
invariants are now known. But we have been far less successful at actually proving that a
given list exhausts all physical invariants belonging to some choice of g and k. The main
completeness proofs at present are: for g = A1 and g = A2, for any level k ([6] and [13],
respectively); and for k = 1 for all simple g [21,11]. In addition, some work in classifying
GKO physical invariants [6,5,16] and heterotic physical invariants [12,15] has been done.
The result for A1 is:
(1) for each k, the diagonal invariant Ak;
(2) for each even k, the complementary invariant Dk;
(3) for k = 10, 16, 28, the exceptionals E10, E16 and E28.
These physical invariants can be found in Ref. [6]. Ak and Dk can be thought of as simple
current invariants [26]. E10 and E28 are due [4] to conformal embeddings, and E16 is due [24]
to an exceptional automorphism of the D16 chiral algebra. The A1 result motivates much of
the following. For example, in Sects.3 and 4 we find the analogues of the Ak, Dk invariants,
and in Sect.5 we look for the analogues of E16. In principle all conformal embeddings are
known [1]; they can occur for A1,k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A1,kr only when a ki = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 or 28
(unfortunately, a priori some exceptionals could be due to chiral extensions other than
conformal embeddings).
Unfortunately, the complexity increases with the rank, and when the algebra is semi-
simple the numbers of physical invariants, including exceptionals, rises significantly. How-
ever, new methods developed in Ref. [13], and refined in this paper, make some of the
remaining classifications more accessible. In this paper we will focus on the nicest algebra
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which is both semi-simple and of arbitrarily high rank: namely, gr
def
= A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A1 =
(A1)
⊕r . There are several known physical invariants for it, which will be discussed in
Sect.2. The question this paper addresses is the completeness of this list. This has also
been addressed in other papers, e.g. [9,10]. All that has previously been established in this
direction is that all level k = (k1, k2) physical invariants of g
2 have been found for small
k1, k2 by the computer search in Refs. [14] and [15], and for odd k1 and k2 by looking at
operator subalgebras of Aˆ1,k [7]. Important recent progress [27] is the determination of
the possible chiral extensions of gr, at least for small r.
In Sect.2 we describe most of the physical invariants of gr, summarize our main
results, and list the physical invariants of g2. Sect.3 will find all permutation invariants
(see equation (3.1)) of gr, for any level k = (k1, . . . , kr). Some of these have not appeared
in the literature before. In Sect.4 we explicitly find all simple current invariants (see
equation (2.6)), and using this we find in Sect.5 all physical invariants, for most k, due
to automorphisms of simple current extensions. We also find some new exceptionals (see
equations (5.12)). In Sect.6 we illustrate some of this work by finding all physical invariants
when the heights ki+2 are nearly coprime. In Sect.7 we complete the classification for all
levels of g2.
There are a number of reasons why a classification of A1⊕· · ·⊕A1 physical invariants
would be interesting. For one thing, there is a duality [16] between the GKO cosets
Gk ⊕ Gℓ/Gk+ℓ, and a subset of the WZNW Gk ⊕ Gℓ ⊕ Gk+ℓ. In particular, knowing all
g3(k,ℓ,k+ℓ) physical invariants will permit one to read off all A1,k ⊕ A1,ℓ/A1,k+ℓ physical
invariants. For another thing, it would be nice to know whether the intriguing ADE
pattern [6] for A1 = g
1 physical invariants continues in some way in gr for r > 1. So
few complete classifications exist at present that a few more should give us more hints
of the global pattern applicable to all modular invariant partition functions, which could
ultimately lead to a more geometric global understanding of conformal field theories, as
well as of the various connections between conformal field theories and other areas of
mathematics (e.g. Fermat curves [25]). A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕A1 is more transparent than any other
large rank algebra, so understanding its physical invariants should suggest new techniques
or patterns to try on the others. Finally, these A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A1 results are also of value in
classifying heterotic invariants [15], and have been employed [10] to produce Gepner-type
compactifications of the heterotic string.
It should be mentioned that the rank-level duality Cn,k ↔ Ck,n [23] implies that our
results for ⊕iA1,ki can be carried over to ⊕iCki,1. This could have applications to the
search for exceptionals via conformal embeddings.
Although we obtain a complete classification only for g2, the focus of all but Section
7 is on arbitrary gr. In particular, together with [27], the results of this paper should
directly lead to classifications for other gr.
2. The physical invariants of A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕A1
We begin by introducing notation and terminology. Our attention will be restricted
here to the algebra gr = (A1)
⊕r . Next, we will describe most of the physical invariants of
2
gr. At the end of this section we summarize the main results of this paper, and review the
physical invariants of g2.
Let β1, . . . , βr denote the fundamental weights of g
r. Throughout this paper we will
identify the weight a = a1β1 + · · · + arβr with its Dynkin labels (a1, . . . , ar). Write
ρr = (1, . . . , 1).
An integrable irreducible representation of the affine Lie algebra gˆr
def
= (A
(1)
1 )
⊕r is
associated with an r-tuple of positive integers k = (k1, . . . , kr) (called the level) and a
highest weight a of gr. For most purposes it will be more convenient to use the height
k′ = (k′1, . . . , k
′
r)
def
= (k1 + 2, . . . , kr + 2). By g
r
k we mean g
r at level k. The set of all
possible highest weights corresponding to level k representations is
P rk
def
= {(a1, . . . , ar) | ai ∈ Z, 0 < ai < k
′
i, ∀i}. (2.1)
The character corresponding to the level k representation with weight a = (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ P
r
k
can be written
χka = χ˜
k1
a1
· · · χ˜krar ,
where the χ˜ denote A1 characters. By including their full variable dependence, for fixed k
the χka will all be linearly independent [22].
The function Z in (1.1) can and will be identified with its coefficient matrixM . Three
properties Z must satisfy in order to be the partition function of a physically sensible
conformal field theory are:
(P1) modular invariance. Letting S(k) and T (k) denote the (unitary) modular matrices of
grk (see equations (2.3) below), this is equivalent to the two conditions:
T (k)†MT (k) = M, i.e. MT (k) = T (k)M, (2.2a)
S(k)†MS(k) = M, i.e.MS(k) = S(k)M ; (2.2b)
(P2) positivity and integrality. The coefficients Mab must be non-negative integers; and
(P3) uniqueness of vacuum. We must have Mρrρr = 1.
We will call any modular invariant function Z of the form (1.1), an invariant. To-
gether they define a complex space, called the commutant Ωrk. It is closed under matrix
multiplication. Z will be called positive if in addition each Mab ≥ 0, and physical if it
satisfies (P1), (P2), and (P3). Our task is to find all physical invariants corresponding to
each algebra gr and level k.
An invariant satisfying (P1), (P2) and (P3) is still not necessarily the partition func-
tion of a conformal field theory obeying duality. If it is, we will call it strongly physical.
These are the invariants of interest to physics. We will discuss the additional properties
satisfied by strongly physical invariants (most importantly, that they become automor-
phism invariants when written in terms of the characters of their maximal chiral algebras)
at the beginning of Sect.5.
In any classification it is desirable to use as few assumptions as possible. For one
thing this greater generality allows a greater opportunity for the given classification to be
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directly relevant to other classifications, some perhaps lying in entirely different domains
(e.g. ADE [6], fermat curves [25]). In addition, there is a simple relationship between
GKO coset physical invariants and WZNW ones, and additional properties can disturb
this relationship. We will try as much as we can to restrict ourselves to (P1)-(P3); when
we need to exploit other properties we will clearly say.
The Aˆ1 characters χ˜
k
a behave quite nicely under the modular transformations τ → τ+1
and τ → −1/τ :
χ˜ka(z, τ + 1) =
∑
b∈P 1
k
(
T˜ (k)
)
ab
χ˜kb (z, τ), where (2.3a)
(
T˜ (k)
)
ab
=exp[πi
a2
2(k + 2)
− πi
1
4
] δab ; (2.3b)
χ˜ka(z/τ,−1/τ) = exp[kπiz
2/τ ]
∑
b∈P 1
k
(
S˜(k)
)
ab
χ˜kb (z, τ), where (2.3c)
(
S˜(k)
)
ab
=
√
2
k + 2
sin[π
ab
k + 2
]. (2.3d)
For arbitrary rank r, the corresponding modular matrices T (k) and S(k) become T˜ (k1) ⊗
· · · ⊗ T˜ (kr) and S˜(k1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ S˜(kr) respectively; for all r and k they are real, orthogonal
and symmetric.
The easiest source of invariants for grk is through the matrix tensor product M ⊗M
′.
In particular, let k1s = (k1, . . . , ks) and k
sr = (ks+1, . . . , kr). IfM is a physical invariant of
gs level k1s andM ′ is a physical invariant of gr−s level ksr, thenM⊗M ′ will be a physical
invariant of gr level k. But in general this fails to construct most physical invariants of grk.
Another important source of physical invariants is given by simple currents [26],
i.e. outer automorphisms [2] of grk. For g
r
k, a simple current J is just an r-tuple of 0’s
and 1’s. They form a group, denoted J , under component-wise addition (mod 2), hence a
vector space over Z2, the integers mod 2. J acts on a weight a ∈ P
r
k by
(Ja)i =
{
ai if Ji = 0
k′i − ai if Ji = 1
. (2.4a)
Simple currents play a central role in this paper. Their norms, defined mod 4, and inner
products, defined mod 2, are given by
J2
def
=
r∑
i=1
(Ji)
2ki (mod 4), (2.4b)
J · J ′
def
=
r∑
i=1
JiJ
′
iki (mod 2). (2.4c)
Another useful quantity is J · (a− ρr) =
∑
i Ji(ai − 1), defined mod 2.
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Each simple current J with even norm J2 defines an elementary simple current in-
variant M(J): for J2 ≡ 0 (called integer-spin), it is given by
M(J)ab =
{
δab + δa,Jb if J · (a− ρr) ≡ 0 (mod 2)
0 otherwise
; (2.5a)
and for J2 ≡ 2 (called half-integer spin), by
M(J)ab =
{
δab if J · (a− ρr) ≡ 0 (mod 2)
δb,Ja otherwise
. (2.5b)
We will usually write the invariant M(J) in (2.5b) as IJ , for reasons which will be clearer
next section.
More generally, call a physical invariant M a simple current invariant [18] if for all
a, b it obeys the selection rule:
Mab 6= 0⇒ b = Ja, (2.6)
for some simple current J (depending on a, b). Elementary simple current invariants are
only a small subset of these, but we will find in Sect.4 that they need only a little help to
generate all simple current invariants.
When some of the levels ki are equal, we may obtain new physical invariants from old
ones through conjugation. Call a permutation π of {1, . . . , r} a conjugation if ki = kπi for
all i = 1, . . . , r. Then for any physical invariant M , we define its conjugation Mπ by the
formula (
Mπ
)
a,b
=Mπa,b. (2.7)
For r = 2 the notation M c is common. This conjugation is not to be mistaken for charge
conjugation: the charge conjugation matrix C = S(k)2 for grk is just the identity.
Together, simple current invariants and their conjugations constitute what may be
called the regular series of physical invariants, and can be expected to exhaust almost all
physical invariants of gr. For a given grk their number is given by the following remarkable
formula [19]
(∏
ℓ>1
nℓ!
) r′∏
i=0
(2i + 1), (2.8)
where nℓ is the number of ki = ℓ, and r
′ = r− 1 or r− 2, depending on whether or not all
ki are even (if some ki = 2, there will be some overcounting in (2.8)).
By an exceptional invariant we mean any physical invariant which is not “regular”.
For r > 1, infinite series of exceptionals exist. They can be constructed for example by
taking an exceptional for gs, where s < r, and tensoring it with any physical invariant
from gr−s. But there may be some exceptionals which cannot be built up from lower rank
exceptionals – we will call these sporatic exceptionals. g1 has 3 sporatics, and g2 has 8 (12,
if one treats e.g. k = (2, 10) as different from (10,2)). The possible existence of sporatics
complicates any attempt at classification.
Our main results are (more careful statements of them, along with all relevant defini-
tions, can be found later in the paper):
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Theorem 1. Any permutation invariant of any grk is generated, through matrix and
tensor products, by conjugations π, by elementary simple currents IJ , and by three different
families of “integer-spin” simple current automorphisms.
Theorem 2. Any simple current invariant can be written as the product of a permutation
invariant with a number of elementary simple current invariants M(J).
Theorem 4. Provided five anomolous levels are avoided, only simple current invari-
ants and their conjugations obey the following property: the only weights a coupled to ρr
(i.e. satisfying Maρr 6= 0 or Mρra 6= 0) are of the form a ∈ J ρr.
Theorem 7. Provided each gcd(k′i, k
′
j) ≤ 3 for i 6= j, then all physical invariants of g
r
k
are known.
Theorem 8. All physical invariants of g2k, for any k = (k1, k2), are known.
Here is a summary of all the g2k physical invariants. Let Ak, Dk and Ek denote the
physical invariants of A1,k. There are either 6 or 2 simple current series for g
2
k, depending
on whether or not both k1, k2 are even. These are explicitly given in the Appendix of [15].
When k1 equals 10, 16 or 28, additional physical invariants are the tensor product Ek1⊗Ak2
for all k2, and the tensor product Ek1 ⊗Dk2 and the matrix product (E10 ⊗Ak2)M(J) for
J = (1, 1) if k2 is even. Similarly if instead k2 = 10, 16 or 28. If both k1, k2 ∈ {10, 16, 28},
then in addition there is Ek1 ⊗ Ek2 . If k1 = k2, the conjugations of all those invariants
must also be included, of course. The sporatic exceptionals for A1 ⊕A1 are given in Refs.
[14,15]: there is exactly one at each level (k1, k2)=(4,4), (6,6), (8,8), (10,10), (2,10), (3,8),
(3,28) and (8,28). In particular, see equations (4.3f)-(4.3i) of [14]* and (A.6)-(A.9) of [15].
At the end of Sect.7 we list the numbers of physical invariants of g2, for each k.
3. The permutation invariants
By a permutation invariant (or automorphism invariant) we mean a physical invariant
of the form
Z =
∑
a∈P r
k
χa χ
∗
σa, (3.1a)
i.e. Mab =
(
Iσ
)
ab
def
= δb,σa (3.1b)
for some permutation σ of P rk . (P3) says σ(ρr) = ρr. In this section we will find all g
r
k
permutation invariants, for each rank r and level k.
Recall that we write k′ = (k′1, . . . , k
′
r) = (k1 + 2, . . . , kr + 2). For convenience we will
often drop the subscript on ρr.
First let us list some simple examples of grk permutation invariants. The trivial one
corresponds to the identity matrix M = I. Other examples are its conjugations M = Iπ
(see (2.7)).
* The (4,4) exceptional appeared incorrectly in an early preprint of [14]; the correct
invariant reads: |χ11 + χ15 + χ51 + χ55|
2 + |χ13 + χ31 + χ35 + χ53|
2 + 4|χ33|
2.
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Another source of permutation invariants are the J2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) simple currents
(see (2.5b)). Matrix products of these IJ produce many other simple current invariants
(2.6) which are permutation invariants. But they do not generate all of them: there are
also integer-spin simple current permutation invariants [18,10]. For example, choose any
m 6= n with km ≡ kn ≡ 0 (mod 4), and define a matrix I
mn by
(
Imn
)
ab
=
( ∏
i6=m,n
δaibi
)
·


δambmδanbn if am ≡ an ≡ 1 (mod 2)
δk′m−am,bmδanbn if am ≡ 1, an ≡ 0 (mod 2)
δambmδk′n−an,bn if am ≡ 0, an ≡ 1 (mod 2)
δk′m−am,bmδk′n−an,bn if am ≡ an ≡ 0 (mod 2)
. (3.2)
Then Imn will be a permutation invariant. It was first found in [18,10].
There are two further examples. One, for r > 2, involves a tensor product of a g3
permutation invariant with the identity. Choose any ℓ,m, n with kℓ ≡ 1, km ≡ −1, and
kn ≡ 0 (mod 4), and define a matrix
(
Iℓmn
)
ab
=
( ∏
i6=ℓ,m,n
δaibi
)
·
{
δaℓbℓδambm if an ≡ 1 (mod 2)
δk′
ℓ
−aℓ,bℓδk′m−am,bm if an ≡ 0 (mod 2)
×
{
δanbn if aℓ ≡ am (mod 2)
δk′n−an,bn if aℓ 6≡ am (mod 2)
. (3.3)
The other, for r > 3, involves a tensor product of a g4 permutation invariant with the
identity. Choose any ℓ,m, n, p with kℓ ≡ km ≡ −kn ≡ −kp ≡ 1 (mod 4), and define a
matrix
(
Iℓmnp
)
ab
=
( ∏
i6=ℓ,m,n,p
δaibi
)
·
{
δaℓbℓδapbp if am ≡ an (mod 2)
δk′
ℓ
−aℓ,bℓδk′p−ap,bp if am 6≡ an (mod 2)
×
{
δambmδanbn if aℓ ≡ ap (mod 2)
δk′m−am,bmδk′n−an,bn if aℓ 6≡ ap (mod 2)
. (3.4)
Both Iℓmn and Iℓmnp are also simple current permutation invariants. They cannot be
expressed as (tensor or matrix) products of the permutation invariants Iπ, IJ and Imn
listed earlier, or of each other, and seem to have never appeared explicitly in the literature
before.
Theorem 1. Any permutation invariant Iσ of grk can be written as the matrix product
Iσ =
(∏
J∈A
IJ
) ( ∏
(m,n)∈B
Imn
) ( ∏
(ℓ,m,n)∈C
Iℓmn
) ( ∏
(ℓ,m,n,p)∈D
Iℓmnp
)
Iπ. (3.5)
Any or all of the sets A,B, C,D may be empty, in which case the corresponding
product is defined to be the identity matrix I. Of course, A is a set of simple currents J
with J2 ≡ 2, B is a set of pairs (m,n) with m 6= n and km ≡ kn ≡ 0 (mod 4), C is a set
of triplets (ℓ,m, n) with kℓ ≡ 1, km ≡ −1, and kn ≡ 0 (mod 4), D is a 4-tuple (ℓ,m, n, p)
satisfying ℓ 6= m, n 6= p, ℓ ≡ m ≡ −n ≡ −p ≡ 1 (mod 4), and π is a conjugation.
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The set of all permutation invariants of grk forms a (generally nonabelian) group. We
will prove below that the IJ , Imn, Iℓmn, Iℓmnp and Iπ generate this group. From this, it
is easy to show that any Iσ can be written as in (3.5).
An alternate description of the permutation invariants of grk is given in Lemma 1
proved below. The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of Thm.1. The proof
will be quite explicit, since it will be exploited later in the paper.
Throughout this section we will write a′ for σa, b′ for σb, etc.
That the matrix Iσ in (3.1b) must commute with S(k) and T (k) (see (P1)) is equivalent
to
r∏
i=1
sin(πaibi/k
′
i) =
r∏
i=1
sin(πa′ib
′
i/k
′
i), (3.6a)
r∑
i=1
a2i
k′i
≡
r∑
i=1
a′i
2
k′i
(mod 4), (3.6b)
for all a, b ∈ P rk .
The fusion coefficients N˜
(k)
lmn of A1 level k are well-known [20]:
N˜
(k)
lmn =
{
1 if l +m+ n ≡ 1 (mod 2) and |l −m| < n < min{l +m, 2k′ − l −m}
0 otherwise
.
(3.7a)
Of course, the fusion coefficient N
(k)
abc of g
r
k is just the product
N
(k)
abc =
r∏
i=1
N˜
(ki)
aibici
. (3.7b)
Verlinde’s formula implies the useful fact N
(k)
abc = N
(k)
a′b′c′ . Let fk(m) be the number of
n such that N˜
(k)
mmn = 1, then from (3.7a) we find that fk(m) =min{m, k+2−m}. But from
(3.7b), for any a ∈ P rk the number of b ∈ P
r
k such that N
(k)
aab = 1 equals fk1(a1) · · ·fkr(ar).
Thus we get the important equality:
r∏
i=1
min{ai, k
′
i − ai} =
r∏
j=1
min{a′j , k
′
j − a
′
j}. (3.8)
The first step in the proof of Thm.1 is to “factor off” the conjugation Iπ in (3.5).
Claim 1. Let ei = (1, . . . , 2, . . . , 1) ∈ P rk be the weight whose jth component is (e
i)j =
1+ δij . Let e
i′ = σei. Then (ei′)j = Je
i¯, for some simple current J (depending on i), and
some index i¯ satisfying ki¯ = ki.
This is trivial for ki = 1; for future convenience choose i¯ = i when ki = 1.
Proof. We may assume ki > 1. Putting a = e
i in (3.8), we see that the LHS equals 2,
which forces exactly one of the factors on the RHS (call it i¯) to equal 2, and the remaining
factors to equal 1. In other words, for each j either (ei′)j = 1 + δj,¯i or k
′
j − (1 + δi¯,j).
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It suffices to show ki¯ = ki. This follows from (3.6a) with a = e
i and b = ρ: we get
sin(π/k′
i¯
) · sin(2π/k′i) = ± sin(π/k
′
i) · sin(2π/k
′
i¯
), i.e. cos(π/k′i) = ± cos(π/k
′
i¯
) and hence
k′i = k
′
i¯
. QED to claim
Claim 1 defines a function π of {1, . . . , r}, by πi = i¯. We would like to show π is
a conjugation of grk. To do this it suffices now to show that π is a permutation – i.e. if
πi = πj, then i = j.
Suppose for some i 6= j, πi = πj. Then by Claim 1, ki = kj = kπi = kπj. From
(3.6a) with a = ei and b = ej we get sin(2π/k′i) · sin(2π/k
′
i) = ± sin(4π/k
′
i) · sin(π/k
′
i),
i.e. cos(π/k′i) = ± cos(2π/k
′
i), which only has one solution: k
′
i = 3. But we have defined
πi = i whenever ki = 1, so i = πi = πj = j.
Therefore π is a conjugation. Multiplying Iσ on the right by the conjugation Iπ
−1
yields a permutation invariant Iσ
′
whose π is the identity. Thus we may assume without
loss of generality in the following that σ is such that i¯ = i in Claim 1. This will make our
notation somewhat cleaner.
Comparing b = ei with b = ρ in (3.6a), we see that for any a, a′i either equals ai or
k′i−ai. Hence I
σ is a simple current invariant (see (2.6)). The simple current permutation
invariants have been completely classified in Ref. [18] (subject however to an assumption
on the S-matrix which does not appear to be satisfied by most grk). Our argument, from
here to Lemma 1, resembles that of [18], but because we restrict attention here to gr we
are able to explicitly solve the equations of Lemma 1, and obtain in the end equation (3.5).
We have shown that a permutation invariant is completely specified by the simple
currents Ja defined for each a by a′ = Jaa. Define f i = Je
i
and f˜ i ∈ J by σ−1(ei) = f˜ iei.
This definition of Jai is ambiguous when k
′
i = 2ai — we are free then to choose any value
for Jai . It is most convenient however to fix them using equation (3.9) below. When ki = 2,
f ii and f˜
i
i may be arbitrarily chosen.
For any a ∈ P rk and each i = 1, . . . , r, putting b = σ
−1(ei) in (3.6a) gives us
Jai ≡ (a− ρ) · f˜
i def=
r∑
j=1
(aj − 1)f˜
i
j (mod 2). (3.9)
Indeed, we get ±
∏r
j=1 sin(π(e
i)jaj/k
′
j) = ±
∏r
j=1 sin(π(e
i)jaj/k
′
j), where the LHS sign is
(−1)(a−ρ)·f˜
i
and the RHS sign is (−1)J
a
i . The product of sin’s vanishes iff 2ai = k
′
i, in
which case as we noted above we may freely choose (3.9) to hold.
Hence f ji = f˜
i
j , which says that the f -matrix for σ
−1 is the transpose of the f -matrix
for σ. Also, we have learned that σ is completely specified by the f i.
Rewriting equation (3.6b) gives us
∑
i k
′
i(J
a
i )
2 ≡ 2a · Ja (mod 4). Inserting a = ei
gives us
r∑
j=1
k′jf
i
j ≡ 2
r∑
j=1
f ij + 2f
i
i (mod 4). (3.10a)
For i 6= j, inserting next a = ei + ej − ρ and using (3.9) and (3.10a) gives us
f ij + f
j
i ≡
∑
ℓ
kℓf
i
ℓf
j
ℓ (mod 2). (3.10b)
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Equations (3.9),(3.10) suffice to prove (3.6b) for arbitrary a, so we have extracted all the in-
formation we can from it. Similarly, (3.9) and (3.10b) suffice to prove (3.6a). Summarizing
our results:
Lemma 1. To find all possible permutation invariants Iσ of grk, first find all possible
conjugations π; then find all possible r × r matrices F =
(
fij
)
of 0’s and 1’s such that:
(i) fij + fji ≡
∑
ℓ kℓfiℓfjℓ (mod 2), ∀i, j;
(ii)
∑
j kjfij ≡ 2fii (mod 4), ∀i.
To each such F define a permutation σF by
σF (a)i =
{
ai if
∑r
j=1(aj − 1)fji ≡ 0 (mod 2)
k′i − ai otherwise
. (3.11)
Then to each pair (F, π) there is a permutation invariant given by IσF Iπ. This exhausts
all permutation invariants of grk. Provided all ki 6= 2 and at most one ki = 1, then to each
different (F, π) will correspond a different permutation invariant.
Actually, we have not yet shown that σF will be a permutation of P
r
k . But if J
aa = Jbb,
then using (3.9) and (3.10b) to expand out Je
ℓ
· (Jaa−ρ) ≡ Je
ℓ
· (Jbb−ρ), we get Jaℓ = J
b
ℓ ,
∀ℓ. Hence Jaa = Jbb implies Ja = Jb, and thus a = b. So σF will indeed be a permutation,
and define a permutation invariant.
But whenever σ is a permutation invariant, so will be σ−1. We know that the F -
matrix for σ−1 is the transpose of that for σ. From this we get two other formulas any F
satisfying (i) and (ii) must satisfy:
fij + fji ≡
r∑
ℓ=1
kℓfℓifℓj (mod 2) ∀i, j; (3.12a)
r∑
j=1
kjfji ≡ 2fii (mod 4) ∀i. (3.12b)
It remains to express each σF in the lemma as a product of I
J , Imn, Iℓmn and I lmnp.
We will prove this by induction on r. It is trivial for r = 1.
Note that the matrix F J corresponding to IJ is fij = JiJj . The matrix F
mn
corresponding to Imn equals 0 everywhere, except for fmn = fnm = 1. The matrix
F lmn corresponding to I lmn equals zero everywhere except fln, fnl, fmn, fnm. The matrix
F lmnp equals zero everywhere except for flm, fln, fml, fmp, fpm, fnl, fnp and fpn. Finally,
σF ′′ = σF ′σF , where
f ′′ij = fij + f
′
ij +
r∑
ℓ=1
fiℓf
′
ℓjkℓ (mod 2). (3.13)
Suppose first that some row or column of F – say the ith – is identically zero. Then
by (i) or (3.12a), respectively, the ith column or row will also be identically zero. By (3.11)
σ fixes the ith component of each a, and so is the tensor product of Aki with some gr−1
kˆ
permutation invariant, where kˆ = (k1, . . . , ki−1, ki+1, . . . , kr). By the induction hypothesis
we are done.
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Suppose some fii = 1. Let Jj = fij , then J
2 ≡ 2 (mod 4), by (ii), so IJ is a
permutation invariant. From (3.13) and (ii) we find that f(σJσ)ij = 0 for all j – by the
previous paragraph we are done.
Thus it suffices to assume all fii = 0. Now suppose some ki ≡ 2 (mod 4). Then
choose as a simple current Jj = δij . Then by (3.13), f(σJσ)ii = 1 so by the preceding
paragraph we are done. For a = 0, 1, 2, 3 let na be the number of ki ≡ a (mod 4). Then
we may assume n2 = 0. If n1 = n3 = 0, i.e. if all ki ≡ 0 (mod 4), then products of various
Imn with σ results in an F -matrix identically zero, by (i). Also, if exactly one ki is odd,
i.e. n1 + n3 = 1, then by (ii) the ith column of F will be identically zero, and again we
are done.
Suppose ki ≡ kj ≡ ±1 (mod 4), and fij = 0, for i 6= j. Then choosing Jℓ = δℓi + δℓj
produces f ′′(σJσ)ii = 1, so we are done. Note that if n3 ≤ 1 and n1 ≥ 2 (or n3 ≥ 2 and
n1 ≤ 1), then by (i) and (ii) this is inevitable. Thus we are reduced to two cases: either
n1, n3 ≥ 2; or n1 = n3 = 1.
Consider now the first case. Choose any ki ≡ kj ≡ +1 (mod 4). We may assume
fij = 1. Then again by (i) and (ii), there must be a kℓ ≡ −1 (mod 4) such that fiℓ = 0.
Choosing any other km ≡ −1 (mod 4), we then get from (3.13) that f(σijℓmσ)ii = 1.
Finally, consider k1 ≡ +1, k2 ≡ −1 and k3 ≡ k4 ≡ · · · ≡ kr ≡ 0 (mod 4), where
fij = 0 for all i, j = 1, 2. By (ii) we get fi1 = fi2 ∀i, so by (i), fij = fji ∀i, j. If now
fij = 1 for any i, j > 2, then hit I
σ with Iij . Thus we have succeeded in reducing the
proof to showing that the permutation invariants associated with the matrices
F =


0 0 1 · · · 1
0 0 1 · · · 1
1 1 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
1 1 0 · · · 0

 (3.14)
can be written as in (3.5). But this is obvious from (3.13): the product I123 · · · I12r works.
This concludes the proof of Thm.1.
4. Simple current invariants
Throughout this section fix r and k and write Sab for S
(k)
ab , and ρ for ρr. Recall the
definition of simple current invariant given in (2.6).
One of the main reason we are interested in simple current invariants is that they seem
to exhaust most physical invariants. For example, all but finitely many physical invariants
for A1 and A2 are simple current invariants (or their conjugates). This seems to remain
true to some extent for gr, though for r > 1 we have infinitely many “exceptionals”. It
turns out that simple current invariants have the very pleasant property that they are nice
enough to classify completely [19], largely because of the important relation
SJa,J ′b = −1
J·(b−ρ)+J·(a−ρ)+J·J ′Sab. (4.1)
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In this section we classify all the simple current invariants of grk. In particular we will
prove:
Theorem 2. Let M be a simple current invariant of grk, where at most three ki = 2. Then
there exist simple currents J1, . . . , Jm and a permutation invariant Iσ whose π = id., such
that
(a) J i2 ≡ 0 (mod 4) ∀i, and J i · Jj ≡ 0 (mod 2) ∀i, j;
(b) M =
(∏m
i=1M(J
i)
)
Iσ, where M(J i) is defined in (2.5a).
Another characterization of the simple current invariants is given by equation (4.11)
below. The arguments we will use have much in common with the much more general
Ref. [19], but because we are focusing here on the special case of grk, our conclusion can be
made more explicitly, and we are required to assume a little less (in particular, Ref. [19]
finds all strongly physical simple current invariants, while we find here all physical simple
current invariants). The strange-looking condition that at most three ki = 2 is unfortunate,
and is related to the regularity condition of Ref. [19]. However, it is more than sufficient
for the applications we have at present (namely, Sect.7 below, and [15,16]). Nevertheless,
it is something we would like to return to in the future.
We will begin our proof of Thm.2 by proving the following general lemma. This lemma
will be used throughout this paper, and is clearly of importance in its own right. It holds
in a far greater context than just grk. To prove it, we will only need to assume (P1)-(P3).
Lemma 2. Let M be any physical invariant (not necessarily a simple current invariant).
Let JL,JR ⊂ J be defined by J ∈ JL iff MJρ,ρ 6= 0, J
′ ∈ JR iff Mρ,J ′ρ 6= 0. Define
PL = {a ∈ P
r
k | ∃b for which Mab 6= 0}, PR = {b ∈ P
r
k | ∃a for which Mab 6= 0}. Then
(i) JL and JR are subgroups (hence subspaces over Z2) of J ;
(ii) Mab 6= 0 implies J · (a− ρ) ≡ J
′ · (b− ρ) ≡ 0 (mod 2) ∀J ∈ JL, J
′ ∈ JR;
(iii) Mab =MJa,J ′b ∀J ∈ JL, J
′ ∈ JR;
(iv) J2 ≡ 0 (mod 4), J · J ′ ≡ 0 (mod 2) ∀J, J ′ ∈ JL (similarly for JR).
(v) Suppose in addition that Maρ 6= 0 iff a ∈ JLρ. Then
a ∈ PL iff J · (a− ρ) ≡ 0 (mod 2), ∀J ∈ JL; (4.2a)
‖JL‖ =
∑
b
MρbSρb/Sρρ. (4.2b)
To prove this, we begin with the calculation (from M = S†MS and (4.1))
MJρ,ρ =
∑
a,b
SJρ,aMabSbρ =
∑
a,b
SρaMabSbρ · −1
J·(a−ρ)
≤
∑
a,b
SρaMabSbρ = Mρρ = 1, (4.3)
for any J ∈ J . Thus J ∈ JL iff J · (a − ρ) ≡ 0 (mod 2), for all a ∈ PL. This proves
(i),(ii). (iii) follows now from a calculation similar to (4.3), using (ii). (iv) comes from
T -invariance, applied to MJρ,ρ,MJJ ′ρ,ρ 6= 0.
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To prove (v), look at the equation MS = SM : for any a such that (a − ρ) · JL ≡ 0
(mod 2), it implies
∑
b
MabSbρ =
∑
b
SabMbρ =
∑
J∈JL
Saρ · −1
J·(a−ρ) = ‖JL‖Saρ, (4.4)
the second equality using (iii). But each Sbρ > 0. This gives us (4.2a). (4.2b) follows
immediately by restricting (4.4) to a = ρ. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Let us begin by deriving some useful expressions. We are interested for the remainder
of this section in M being a simple current invariant. Then (4.2b) and (iii) tell us that the
cardinalities ‖JL‖ = ‖JR‖ are equal. For any a, c ∈ P
r
k , using SM = MS and equations
(2.6) and (4.1) we get the important
∑
Jc∈J c
MJc,c · −1
J·(a−ρ) =
∑
Ja∈Ja
Ma,Ja · −1
J·(c−ρ), (4.5)
which holds whenever Sac 6= 0. Choosing a ∈ PL and c = ρ tells us
‖JL‖ =
∑
Ja∈Ja
Ma,Ja = ath row sum of M, (4.6)
with a similar expression for the column sum.
Now, choose any a ∈ PL, JR ∈ JR. Then Ma,Jaa = Ma,JRJaa 6= 0 for some Ja ∈ J .
T -invariance tells us both
J2a ≡ 2Ja · (a− ρ) (mod 4), (4.7a)
JR · (a− ρ) ≡ Ja · JR (mod 2). (4.7b)
For any a, let Fa (F
a) denote the number of J ∈ JL (J ∈ JR) such that Ja = a. a
is called a fixed point of JL if Fa > 1. A fixed point has the (necessary but not sufficient)
property that some of its components ai must equal k
′
i/2.
Say a ∈ PL has property (∗L) if there exists a Ja ∈ J with the property that Mab 6= 0
iff b ∈ JRJaa. Similarly, say c ∈ PR has property (∗R) if ∃J
c ∈ J such that Mbc 6= 0 iff
b ∈ JLJ
cc. We would like to show that every a ∈ PL has property (∗L), and every c ∈ PR
has propery (∗R). Note that, because of Lemma 2(iii) and (4.6), if a has property (∗L)
then Mab will either equal F
a or 0.
Consider first a ∈ PL which is not a fixed point of JR. Then from (4.6) and Lemma
2(iii), a must have property (∗L). Similarly, any c ∈ PR which is not a fixed point of JL
must have propery (∗R).
On the other hand, the treatment of the fixed points of JR, or of JL, is a little more
complicated, and in fact because of these complications we will have to assume that only
a few ki = 2.
Suppose c is not a fixed point of JL, but a is a fixed point of JR, and suppose Sac 6= 0.
Then (4.5) reduces to
‖JL‖ · −1
Jc·(a−ρ) =
∑
Ja∈Ja
Ma,Ja · −1
J·(c−ρ). (4.8a)
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Because the ath row sum of M equals ‖JL‖, the only way equality can hold in (4.8a) is if
the signs are all equal, i.e. if
Jc · (a− ρ) ≡ J · (c− ρ) (mod 2) (4.8b)
whenever Ma,Ja 6= 0.
Choose any J ′, J ′′ ∈ J such that Ma,J ′a 6= 0 and Ma,J ′′a 6= 0, and let J = J
′J ′′.
Then (4.8b) becomes
J · (c− ρ) ≡ 0 (mod 2). (4.8c)
This holds for any c ∈ PR such that c is not a fixed point of JL, and Sac 6= 0. We are free
to demand J ′i = J
′′
i = 0, and hence Ji = 0, for any i for which ai = k
′
i/2.
Define J a = {J ∈ J | Ji = 0 when ai = k
′
i/2}, so J
′, J ′′, J ∈ J a. Let J aR be the
projection of JR into that space, i.e. J
a
R = {J ∈ J
a | ∃JR ∈ JR such that JRi = Ji when
ai 6= k
′
i/2}. Then J
a is a subspace of J , and J aR is a subspace of J
a. Let (J aR)
⊥ ⊂ J a
denote the space
(J aR)
⊥ = {x ∈ J a |
r∑
i=1
xiJ˜i ≡ 0 (mod 2), ∀J˜ ∈ J
a
R}. (4.9a)
To any x ∈ (J aR)
⊥ assign the weight c = c(x) by ci = 1 if xi ≡ 0, and ci = 2 if xi ≡ 1.
Then x ∈ J a implies Sac 6= 0, and x ∈ (J
a
R)
⊥ implies c ∈ PR. Moreover, provided no
ki = 2, c will not be a fixed point of JL. We will return shortly to the case where some
ki = 2, but for now assume none do.
Putting this c in (4.8c) is equivalent to noting that
J ∈
(
(J aR)
⊥
)⊥
= {J˜ ∈ J a |
r∑
i=1
J˜ixi ≡ 0 (mod 2), ∀x ∈ (J
a
R)
⊥} = J aR, (4.9b)
i.e. ∃J0 ∈ JR such that Ji = J
0
i when ai 6= k
′
i/2. Thus J
′′a = J0J ′a.
This shows that even fixed points a ∈ PL obey (∗L) (just choose Ja = J
′). A similar
argument holds for (∗R). But this argument assumed no ki = 2.
And what if some ki = 2? Let t be the number of ki = 2. Let t(a) be the number
of i such that ai = 2 = ki. Recall the map x 7→ c(x), taking (J
a
R)
⊥ into PR. Suppose,
for a given a ∈ PL, we know that every x ∈ (J
a
R)
⊥ is such that c(x) obeys property (∗R).
Then by the above argument we get that a obeys (∗L). Now, c = c(x) will necessarily
obey (∗R) if t(c) = 0 or 1, because then c could not be a fixed point. Therefore a ∈ PL
will necessarily obey (∗L), if either t(a) = t or t− 1. Together these two statements tell us
that (∗R) is satisfied whenever c = c(x) has t(c) = 0, 1, t− 1 or t.
So for any t ≤ 3, i.e. when there are at most 3 ki = 2, we get that all a ∈ PL satisfies
(∗L). The same argument applies to PR.
Equation (4.5) now collapses to the equation
Jc · (a− ρ) ≡ Ja · (c− ρ) (mod 2) (4.10a)
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whenever a ∈ PL, c ∈ PR, and Sac 6= 0. From a similar to argument to that used in
equations (4.8c)-(4.9b) above, we get that if a ≡ a′ (mod 2), and a ∈ PL, then we may
choose Ja = Ja′ . (Put J = JaJa′ ; we may demand Ji = 0 whenever either ai = k
′
i/2 or
a′i = k
′
i/2, etc.) Hence, provided no ki = 2 (we will return shortly to the case where some
ki = 2), we may drop the irritating condition Sac 6= 0 from (4.10a). (4.10a) also tells us
that we may choose Ja = Ja′Ja′′ , when a−ρ ≡ (a
′−ρ)+(a′′−ρ) (mod 2) and a′, a′′ ∈ PL.
However by definition, Jc ∈ JRJb for b = J
cc. Hence, using (4.7b), we may write
(4.10a) in the more convenient form
Jb · (a− ρ) + Ja · (b− ρ) ≡ Ja · Jb (mod 2) ∀a, b ∈ PL. (4.10b)
Once again we must return to the case where there are ki = 2. Here however we do not
require any restriction on the size of t (= the number of ki = 2), provided we know (4.10a)
is satisfied whenever Sac 6= 0, and a ∈ PL, c ∈ PR. The idea is that we are completely free
to choose the values of (Ja)i whenever ai = 2 = ki, so we will try to choose them so that
(4.10) holds. The argument is not difficult and we will give only a sketch. Note first that
if t(a) = 0, then the above argument remains valid and the condition “Sac 6= 0” may still
be dropped; similarly we can take Ja = Ja′ if a ≡ a
′ (mod 2) and t(a) = 0.
Define the projection p(a) ∈ J by p(a)i ≡ ai (mod 2) if ki = 2, and p(a)i ≡ 0 if
ki 6= 2. Begin by finding a set of a
α ∈ PL for which p(a
α − ρ) forms a basis of p(PL − ρ);
for convenience make it “upper triangular”. Then, by choosing the free values of (Jaα)ℓ
appropriately, it is possible to force (4.10b) to be satisfied for any a = aα, b = aβ. Now,
any a ∈ PL can be written as a − ρ ≡
∑
mα(a
α − ρ) + a′ − ρ (mod 2), for some mα ∈ Z
and a′ ∈ PL with t(a
′) = 0 and a′i 6= k
′
i/2 for all i. Define J
′
a =
∑
mαJaα + Ja′ . Then the
usual argument shows that J = J ′aJa satisfies (4.9b), so we are free to choose Ja = J
′
a. In
this way we get that (4.10b) is satisfied for all a, b ∈ PL.
Let us summarize our results so far. What specifies our simple current invariant M?
Choose two subgroups JL,JR ⊂ J , with equal orders ‖JL‖ = ‖JR‖. For each a ∈ PL
find a Ja ∈ J . Define M by
Mac =
{
F a if a ∈ PL and c ∈ JRJaa
0 otherwise
. (4.11)
Both JL and JR must satisfy Lemma 2(iv). Also, in order forM to be a modular invariant,
equations (4.10b) and (4.7) must be satisfied. There are various consistency conditions
which must also be satisfied (e.g. JLa = JLb iff JRJaa = JRJbb), but these will be
automatically satisfied if these other conditions are.
Our remaining task is to solve these conditions, i.e. to show the matrix M in (4.11)
satisfying these conditions must be as in Thm.2. To this effect, note that if we had
JL = JR, and in addition each Ja = 0, then we may write M as
M =
∏
J∈β
M(J), (4.12)
where β is any basis of JL and M(J) denotes the simple current invariant defined in
equation (2.5a). This can be proven by explicitly expanding (4.12), using the fact that
JL · J
′
L ≡ 0 ∀JL, J
′
L ∈ JL.
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So our task is to find a permutation invariant Iσ (3.11), whose conjugation π = id.,
such that Iσ takes JRρ to JLρ and each Jaa into JLa. Inspecting (3.9), we may expect
to take as F the transpose of the matrix which sends a− ρ to Ja. This is indeed the right
idea, though this matrix is only defined for a ∈ PL.
Let n = ‖JL‖ = ‖JR‖. Find a
i ∈ PL, i = 1, . . . , r− n, so that the a
i − ρ form a basis
for the vector space spanned by PL− ρ (mod 2). It is possible to choose bases {J
j
L} of JL
and {JjR} of JR, and a set of vectors {b
j}, for j = 1, . . . , n, such that bi · JjL ≡ b
i · JjR ≡ δij
(mod 2). (As before, dot products between b’s, c’s and J ’s will look like
∑
biJi, and those
between two J ’s will be like
∑
JiJ
′
iki.) Then the {a
i − ρ} and {bj} together form a basis
for all of J . Define Mij = Jai · b
j .
Finally, define J ′c linearly for all c ∈ J , by putting
J ′ai−ρ = Jai +
n∑
j=1
MijJ
j
R, i = 1, . . . , r − n, (4.13a)
J ′bj =0, j = 1, . . . , n. (4.13b)
Hence for all a ∈ PL − ρ and all b ∈ span of b
j , we have J ′a · b ≡ 0 (mod 2) and J
′
b = 0.
Also, Ja is only defined mod JR, so we may replace Ja with J
′
a−ρ without affecting the M
in (4.11).
An easy calculation now shows
J ′d · c+ J
′
c · d ≡ J
′
c · J
′
d (mod 2), (4.14a)
J ′c
2 ≡ 2J ′c · c (mod 4), (4.14b)
∀c, d ∈ J . Define a matrix F = (fij) of 0’s and 1’s by (Jc)i =
∑r
j=1 fijcj . Then (4.14)
becomes equations (3.12), so σF is a permutation invariant. Also, σF (J
′
a−ρa) = a for all
a ∈ PL:
(JJ
′
a−ρa)i =
∑
j
fji(J
′
a−ρa− ρ)j =
∑
j
fji((J
′
a−ρ)jkj + aj − 1)
=
∑
j
fji(
∑
ℓ
fjℓ(aℓ − 1)kj + aj − 1) =
∑
ℓ
(aℓ − 1)fiℓ = (J
′
a−ρ)i,
so σF (J
′
a−ρa) = J
′
a−ρ(J
′
a−ρa) = a. This means the set P
F
R for the simple current invariant
MF = MMσF equals the set PL = P
F
L , which implies J
F
R = JL = J
F
L . Also, the J
F
a for
this invariant can all be taken to be 0. This then concludes the proof of Thm.2.
We know of no examples of simple current invariants of grk, where there are more than
3 ki = 2, which does not satisfy (i) and (ii) of Thm.2. To remove the condition on the
number t of ki = 2 in Thm.2, it suffices to prove that for all c ∈ PR with ci = 1, 2, there
exists a Jc ∈ J satisfying: Mbc 6= 0 iff b ∈ JLJ
cc. In this section we have only proven it
for c with t(c) = 0, 1, t− 1 or t, where t(c) is the number of i with ci = ki = 2. That is the
source of our restriction t ≤ 3.
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5. Exceptional invariants
(P1)-(P3) are not the only properties a physically acceptable partition function must
satisfy. We learn in [24] that it will look like
Z =
α∑
i=1
chich
′
τi
∗ (5.1a)
where chi =
∑
a∈P r
k
miaχ
k
a, ch
′
j =
∑
b∈P r
k
m′jbχ
k
b , (5.1b)
where mia, m
′
jb are non-negative integers and τ is some bijection. The chi, ch
′
j are char-
acters for the LHS, RHS maximally extended chiral algebras CL, CR. We may label them
so that miρ = δi1, m
′
jρ = δj1. The characters chi, ch
′
j transform modularly with unitary
symmetric matrices Seij , T
e
ij, S
e
ij
′, T eij
′, and satisfy
Se1i ≥ S
e
11 > 0, S
e
1j
′ ≥ Se11
′ > 0, ∀i, j. (5.1c)
In this section, by a strongly physical invariant M we mean a physical invariant sat-
isfying equations (5.1). There are other conditions Z and its chiral algebras must obey
in order to be physically acceptable – e.g. the fusion rules of its chiral algebras must be
non-negative integers. In Sect.7 another condition will be introduced.
Each simple current invariant is strongly physical, and defines chiral extensions CL =
C(JL), CR = C(JR) of the affine algebra. The simple current invariants and their conju-
gations can be thought of as the regular series of physical invariants for grk, generalizing
the Ak, Dk series of A1. Any other physical invariants can be called exceptional. An
exceptional invariant comes in two basic kinds: either it corresponds to an exceptional
automorphism τ of simple current extensions (e.g. E16 for A1); or one of its (maximally
extended) chiral algebras CL, CR are exceptional, i.e. at least one is not a simple current
extension (e.g. E10 and E28 of A1). We will call exceptionals of the first kind E16-like, and
those of the second kind E10-like.
In this section we investigate the nature and existence of both these kinds of excep-
tional invariants for grk, aided by the powerful machinery of Ref. [24]. We can expect in
our WZNW classifications that “almost every” level k will be nicely behaved; our goal in
this section is to find these generic results and to isolate those levels where sporatics may
occur. We will be able to say much more here about the E16-like exceptionals, than about
the E10-like exceptionals. The latter are most easily handled using additional machinery
[27].
The main examples of chiral extensions are due to simple currents. By a simple current
chiral extension C(JL) we simply mean one whose characters, when projected down to the
affine variables, look like
ch[a]i =
G([a]i)
Fa
∑
J∈JL
χJa, i = 1, . . . , f(a), (5.2a)
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where as usual Fa is the number of J ∈ JL with Ja = a, where a ∈ PL, and where [a]
denotes the orbit JLa. The coefficients G([a]i) are positive integers satisfying
f(a)∑
i=1
(
G([a]i)
)2
= Fa. (5.2b)
When f(a) = 1 we will often write ch[a]1 as ch[a]. We are most familiar with the case
where all G([a]i) = 1, in which case f(a) = Fa, but we will see that it is important to allow
G > 1 as well. We will have more to say about this shortly. Equations (5.2) tell us that
the invariant
∑
|ch[a]i |
2 will equal the simple current invariant in (4.12); indeed they are
the only sets of characters obeying (5.1) with that property. We will usually use primes to
denote the corresponding quantities for CR = C(JR), e.g. [b]
′ = JRb.
Equations (5.2) give us
f(a)∑
i=1
G([a]i)S
e
[a]i,[b]j
=
‖JL‖G([b]j)
Fb
Sab, (5.3a)
where Sab = S
(k)
ab is the S-matrix for g
r
k. Equation (5.3a) fixes S
e
[a]i,[b]j
if either f(a) = 1
or f(b) = 1. Formally defining the fusion rules Ne[a]h,[b]i,[c]j by Verlinde’s formula, we get
from (5.3a) that if f(a) = f(b) = 1, then
Ne[a],[b],[c]j =
G([c]j)
G([a])G([b])
∑
d∈JLc
Nabd. (5.3b)
The remaining values of Ne and Se for simple current extensions are harder to compute
in general, though (5.3a) does tell us
f(a)∑
h=1
f(b)∑
i=1
G([a]h)G([b]i)N
e
[a]h,[b]i,[c]j
= G([c]j)
∑
d∈JLc
Na,b,d. (5.3c)
We can see from these equations that some G([a]i) 6= 1 will often lead to non-integer
fusion rules. Indeed, it is easy to show that for r = 2, integer fusion rules require that all
G([a]i) = 1. However, this is not true for all r – see (5.12b) for a counter-example when
r = 8.
Apparently, the constraints of unitarity, symmetry, the relations Se2 = (SeT e)3 = Ce,
and integrality of the fusion rules do not suffice to essentially fix Se, and hence C(JL), for
a given JL. Again, see (5.12b) for a counter-example. This seems like an important
observation, since it is not hard to show that for any simple current extension C(JL), any
physical invariant M e of C(JL) will produce a physical invariant M of g
r
k, through the
formula
Mab =
f(a)∑
i=1
f(b)∑
j=1
G([a]i)G([b]j)M
e
[a]i,[b]j
. (5.3d)
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All that is needed to prove that (5.3d) is a physical invariant is the unitarity and symmetry
of Se, along with (5.3a). For a given JL there will be several such S
e. Indeed, the g24,4
exceptional is a realization of this. It corresponds to a symmetry of a simple current
chiral extension with all G([a]i) = 1 except G([33]) = 2; the matrix S
e is real and obeys
(SeT e)3 = I, as it should. However, Ne[33],[33],[33] = 1/2. The g
2
4,4 exceptional can also
be interpreted as the diagonal invariant for an exceptional chiral extension, but again the
fusion rules will not be integers [10].
We will begin by giving a characterization of E10-like exceptionals.
Theorem 3. Let M be any strongly physical invariant of grk, where at most three ki = 2
and at most one ki = 4. Suppose Maρ 6= 0 iff a ∈ JLρ. Then its LHS chiral algebra CL
will be a simple current chiral extension C(JL).
Proof. Define Z ′ by
Z ′ =
α∑
i=1
|chi|
2 =
α∑
i=1
∑
a,b∈P r
k
miamibχaχ
∗
b , i.e. M
′
ab =
α∑
i=1
miamib. (5.4a)
Then M strongly physical implies M ′ will be a physical invariant. M ′ will have left and
right chiral algebras equal to CL. It is more convenient to work with M
′ than with M .
Our main tools will be Lemma 2 and Perron-Frobenius theory [17].
Write M ′ as a direct sum of indecomposable submatrices Bℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . , β. Let Wℓ ⊂
PL be the weights contained in the block Bℓ. Call W1 the unique block containing ρ. The
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of B1 is r(B1) = ‖JL‖, so by Lemma 3 of [13] r(Bℓ) ≤ ‖JL‖
for each ℓ. Consider now any block Bℓ with some a ∈Wℓ having Fa = 1. Defining
(Baℓ )bc =
{
1 if b, c ∈ JLa
0 otherwise
, (5.4b)
we see that Bℓ ≥ B
a
ℓ , by Lemma 2 and M
′
aa ≥ 1, and hence that r(Bℓ) ≥ r(B
a
ℓ ), with
equality iff Bℓ = B
a
ℓ [17]. But r(B
a
ℓ ) = ‖JL‖. Therefore whenever Fa = 1, there exists a
unique ℓ(a) such that mi,a = δi,ℓ(a), and Wℓ(a) = JLa.
Note from Lemma 2 that M ′aa = M
′
a,Ja = M
′
Ja,Ja for any J ∈ JL. Rewriting this in
terms of the mib, the triangle inequality tells us mia = mi,Ja, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ α, a ∈ PL,
and J ∈ JL.
From MS = SM , we get that
∑
b∈Wℓ
(Bℓ)abSbρ =
∑
b∈W1
SabM
′
bρ = ‖JL‖Saρ, (5.5a)
for all a ∈ Wℓ. In other words, the vector xℓ defined by (xℓ)a = Saρ, for a ∈ Wℓ,
is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of Bℓ, and r(Bℓ) = ‖JL‖. Now consider B
∞ =
limn→∞(M
′/‖JL‖)
n. This limit will exist, and in fact will be the direct sum of the
matrices B∞ℓ defined by
(B∞ℓ )ab =
(xℓ)a(xℓ)b∑
c∈Wℓ
(xℓ)2c
= CℓSaρSbρ, where Cℓ =
1∑
c∈Wℓ
S2cρ
, (5.5b)
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and a, b ∈Wℓ. M
∞ will be a modular invariant. This means
Ci
∑
b∈Wi
SaρSbρSbc = Cj
∑
b∈Wj
SabSbρScρ, ∀a ∈Wi, c ∈Wj . (5.5c)
Consider the special case where Fa = 1. Then (5.5c) simplifies to the statement: the ratio
Sab/Sbρ will be independent of whichever b ∈ Wj is chosen, for any fixed j.
For each ℓ = 1, . . . , r with kℓ 6= 1, 4, define (f
ℓ)j = 1+2δ
ℓ
j . Then f
ℓ ∈ PL and Ffℓ = 1.
For any b, c ∈Wj , for any j, we then have
Sfℓb
Sbρ
=
Sfℓc
Scρ
, i.e.
sin(3πbℓ/k
′
ℓ)
sin(πbℓ/k′ℓ)
=
sin(3πcℓ/k
′
ℓ)
sin(πcℓ/k′ℓ)
. (5.5d)
But sin(3x)/ sin(x) = 3− 4 sin2(x), so sin(πbℓ/k
′
ℓ) = ± sin(πcℓ/k
′
ℓ), i.e. cℓ = bℓ or k
′
ℓ − bℓ.
This conclusion is automatic when kℓ = 1. Finally, T -invariance forces it for kℓ = 4
(provided there is only one such kℓ).
Thus, M ′ is a simple current invariant. From the analysis of Sect.4, we get that M ′
can be written in the form of (4.11), for JL = JR and all Ja = 0. Therefore
∑
im
2
ia = Fa.
Also, for each i = 1, . . . , β there is a ai ∈ PL such that Wi = JLa
i. QED
What this tells us is that in order for M to be E10-like, there must be some weight
a 6∈ J ρ, such that either Mρa 6= 0 or Maρ 6= 0. That something strange can happen when
two ki = 4, is shown by the g
2
4,4 exceptional.
Next, we will investigate the existence of E16-like exceptionals. The following theorem
says that they only exist for certain small ki. This is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4. Let M be a strongly physical invariant of grk, where no ki = 2 and at most
one ki = 4. Assume Maρ 6= 0 iff a ∈ JLρ, and Mρb 6= 0 iff b ∈ JRρ. Suppose for any
ki = 4, 8, 12 or 16 that there does not exist a J
′ ∈ JR with J
′
j = δij , and for any ki = 4
or 8 that there does not exist a J ∈ JL with Jj = δij . Then there exists a permutation
invariant Iσ such that
M =M(J1) · · ·M(Jm) · Iσ, (5.6)
for some basis {J1, . . . , Jm} of JL.
Proof. Thm.3 tells us M can be thought of as a bijection τ between simple current
extensions C(JL) and C(JR). Our proof will follow as closely as possible the proof of
Thm.1.
For each i = 1, . . . , r with ki 6= 1, define (f
i)j = 1 + 2δ
i
j . Then f
i ∈ PL, and Ff i = 1.
Our first task will be to show [bi]′j = τ([f
i]) is not a fixed point of JR.
Suppose for contradiction that bi is a fixed point of JR, and call F
′
i = F
′
bi
. Then
Sρf i =
1
F ′i
Sρbi . (5.7a)
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F ′i > 1 implies b
i
j = k
′
j/2 for j belonging to some set, call it I
i. Then (5.7a) becomes either
sin(3π/k′i)
∏
ℓ∈Ii
sin(π/k′ℓ) ≥
1
F ′i
sin(π/k′i) if i 6∈ I
i, (5.7b)
sin(3π/k′i)
∏
ℓ∈Ii
ℓ 6=i
sin(π/k′ℓ) ≥
1
F ′i
if i ∈ Ii. (5.7c)
The hypotheses of this theorem were designed to ensure equations (5.7b), (5.7c) can never
be satisfied. Thus bi will not be a fixed point of JR, so G
′([bi]′j) = F
′
i = 1.
Assume for now that ki 6= 3. Then by (5.3b) there will be exactly three [a] such
that the fusion rule NL[f i],[f i],[a] = 1. Thus there must be exactly three [c]
′
j such that
NR[bi]′,[bi]′,[c]′
j
= 1. We claim this forces bi = J if i¯ for some simple current J i, and some
index i¯. Indeed, if for example there was a ℓ for which 3 < (bi)ℓ < k
′
i−3, then there would
be at least four such c. The other possibilities are eliminated similarly.
In fact we have ki¯ = ki. This follows from equation (5.7a):
sin(3π/k′i) · sin(π/k
′
i¯) = sin(π/k
′
i) · sin(3π/k
′
i¯), i.e. sin(π/k
′
i) = ± sin(π/k
′
i¯). (5.8a)
A similar conclusion holds if instead ki = 3. Then there must be exactly two [c]
′
j such
that NR[bi]′,[bi]′,[c]′
j
= 1.
This defines a function π on {1, . . . , r}, sending i to i¯ (define πi = i whenever ki = 1).
We want to show π is a conjugation, i.e. that it is also a bijection. If for some i 6= j we
have πi = πj, then
sin(3π/k′i) · sin(3π/k
′
i) = sin(9π/k
′
i) · sin(π/k
′
i), (5.8b)
i.e. sin(π/k′i) = ± sin(3π/k
′
i), which only has k
′
i = 4 as a solution. So π defines a conjuga-
tion, and can be factored off. For now on take π = id.
What we have shown is that for all i with ki 6= 1, τ([f
i]) = [J if i]′ for some simple
current J i. Now take any [a]j, and write [b]
′
ℓ = τ([a]j). Dividing S
L
[a]j ,[f i]
= SR[b]′
ℓ
,[bi]′ by
SL[a]j ,[ρ] = S
R
[b]′
ℓ
,[ρ]′ gives us bi = ai or k
′
i − ai, in the usual way (see (5.5d)). A similar
conclusion occurs automatically whenever ki = 1. Thus M (or more precisely M · I
π−1) is
a simple current invariant, so by Thm.2 can be written in the form (5.6). QED
The known grk E16-like exceptionals occur at levels where at least 1 ki equals 16, or
at least 2 equal 8, or at least two equal 4, or (see equations (5.12)) at least 8 equal 2.
Certainly there is no question that with a little more work the hypotheses in Thm.4 can
be weakened – two results along these lines are given below.
Theorem 5. Let M be a physical invariant. Suppose Maρ 6= 0 iff a ∈ JLρ, and Mρb 6= 0
iff b ∈ JRρ. Assume in addition that JL and JR have no fixed points. Then there exists
a conjugation π such that MIπ is a simple current invariant.
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Proof. Look at the matrix M ′ = MMT ; as usual write it in block form as M ′ = ⊕Bi,
where each Bi is indecomposable, and where B1 contains the (ρ, ρ)-entry. Then by Lemma
2(iii) B1 is the ‖JL‖ × ‖JL‖ matrix
B1 = ‖JL‖

 1 · · · 1... ...
1 · · · 1

 , (5.9a)
so we know the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues all satisfy r(Bi) ≤ ‖JL‖
2.
Now choose any a ∈ PL, then there exists a b ∈ PR such that Mab 6= 0. Suppose the
(a, a)-entry of M ′ is in Bi. Then ∀J, J
′ ∈ JL,
(Bi)Ja,J ′a = (Bi)aa =
∑
c∈PR
M2ac ≥
∑
c∈JRb
M2ac = ‖JR‖M
2
ab. (5.9b)
Let Bai denote the ‖JL‖ × ‖JL‖ matrix
(Bai )cd =
{
‖JL‖M
2
ab if c, d ∈ JLa
0 otherwise
. (5.9c)
Then (Bi)cd ≥ (B
a
i )cd ≥ 0 ∀c, d, so r(Bi) ≥ r(B
a
i ), with equality iff Bi = B
a
i . But
r(Bai ) = ‖JL‖
2M2ab. Therefore B
a
i = Bi, and Mab = 1.
What this means is that there is a bijection τ from PL/JL onto PR/JR, defined by
τ [a] = [b]′ iff Mab 6= 0. The equation SM =MS says that, for any a, a
′ ∈ PL,
Saa′ = Sτa,τa′ . (5.10a)
In order to understand this bijection τ , we will mimic as closely as possible the proof of
Thm.1 in Sect.3. One complication is that here the weights are constrained to come from
PL and PR.
Use (5.3b) to formally define the fusion rules NL[a][b][c]. Now, the statement that JL
has no fixed points means that any J ∈ JL has Ji = 1 for some i with ki odd. This means
that at most one d ∈ [c] will have Nabd 6= 0, so N
L
[a][b][c] = 0 or 1, as in Sect.3. Similarly
for NR[a]′[b]′[c]′ .
Choose a = c. We are interested in [b] for some b with all coefficients odd, otherwise
NL[a][a][b] will vanish. Such [b] will automatically lie in PL. The number of such [b] is
precisely given by the LHS of equation (3.8). Thus (3.8) remains valid.
Consider first the odd ki. Define g
i = (1, . . . , 1, k′i − 2, 1, . . . , 1). Then g
i ∈ PL, and
the argument of Thm.1 applies, and we find that there is a conjugation πo acting only on
the odd ki such that
(πo ◦ τ(a))i = ai or k
′
i − ai, for all i with ki odd. (5.10b)
It remains to find a conjugation πe acting only on the even ki for which the analogue of
(5.10b) holds for even ki; then π = πe ◦ πo would be the desired conjugation, and MI
π
would be a simple current invariant.
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Consider any even ki, then there exists a vector e
i ∈ PL such that (e
i)j = 1+δij when
ki is even (this again follows because there are no fixed points). (3.8) applied to these, and
using (5.10b), defines πe, and the remainder of the argument follows as before. QED
This theorem tells us e.g. when all ki are odd, the only exceptional physical invariants
are E10-like. We will use it in Sect.7. It should be possible to strengthen this result
somewhat.
Note that if M is strongly physical, with chiral algebras CL = C(JL), CR = C(JR),
then JL will have fixed points iff JR will. The reason is that if C(JL) has no fixed points
then it will have exactly α =
∏
(ki + 1)/‖JL‖
2 extended characters chi, while if it does
have fixed points, then it will have more than this number (even if some G([a]i) > 1).
Because ‖JL‖ = ‖JR‖ (Lemma 2), and because there must be a bijection between the
extended characters, the desired result follows.
Finally, we will now look at the simplest case with fixed points. The motivation is
to see if E16 belongs to an infinite series of E16-like exceptionals (it will also be used in
Sect.7).
Theorem 6. Let M be a strongly physical invariant, with no ki = 2 and at most one
ki = 4. Suppose Maρ 6= 0 iff a ∈ {ρ, Jρ}, and Mρb 6= 0 iff b ∈ {ρ, J
′ρ}. Then there
exists a permutation invariant Iσ such that either M = M(J) Iσ, or (rearranging the
levels if necessary) M = (E16 ⊗ Akˆ) I
σ, where Akˆ denotes the diagonal invariant of kˆ =
(k2, k3, . . . , kr).
Proof. The case where both J and J ′ have no fixed points is considered in Thm.5, so we
may suppose both J and J ′ have fixed points. Without loss of generality put Ji = 1 iff
i ≤ n for some n. Then all ki, for i ≤ n, will be even, and
∑
i≤n ki ≡ 0 (mod 4). For
any i > n consider (ei)j = 1 + δ
i
j . The usual argument shows that it cannot get mapped
by τ to a fixed point, and in fact will get mapped to [bi]′ = [J iei¯]′ for some i¯ with J ′
i¯
= 0
and ki¯ = ki (J
′
i¯
= 0 follows because J iei¯ must be in PR). This defines a conjugation, as
usual, and factoring it off allows one to consider J = J ′. Then for any a ∈ PL, there exists
a simple current Ja such that τ([a]j)i = [J
aa]i, for all i > n, and 1 ≤ j ≤ f(a). In fact
a similar calculation to that of equation (3.9) gives that there exist numbers fij ∈ {0, 1}
such that
Jai ≡
r∑
j=1
(aj − 1)fji (mod 2), ∀i > n. (5.11)
Consider first the case n > 1. Define (f i)j = 1 + 2δ
i
j , for each i ≤ n. It suffices to
show τ([f i]) can never be a fixed point. But this follows from (5.7): because ‖Ii‖ ≥ n > 1,
and since there is no kj = 2 and at most one kj = 4, we find that (5.7c) cannot have a
solution. Therefore M will be a simple current invariant, and we are done.
Now consider the case when n = 1. By Thm.4 it suffices to consider k1 = 4, 8, 12
or 16. Again define f1 = (3, 1, 1, . . . , 1). Then (τ [f1])i = 1 for all i > 1, by (5.11). Then
by T -invariance, for k1 = 4 both [f
1] and τ [f1] will be fixed points, and for k1 = 8 or 12
neither will be. So for k1 6= 16, M will be a simple current invariant, hence of the desired
form.
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The remaining n = 1 case, with k1 = 16, can be handled directly using (5.11), or by
using a somewhat simplified argument along the lines of the k1 = 16 part of the proof of
Thm.7, given below. QED
In other words, when ‖JL‖ = 2 there really is only one E16-like exceptional, namely
E16 itself. Since there is another E16-like exceptional at level (8,8), it is natural to guess
that they will also be found at g44,4,4,4 and g
8
2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2 (Thm.2 tells us there will not be
an exceptional at g161,...,1). In fact, this is the case: let J4 be the set of all r = 4 simple
currents, and let J e8 denote those r = 8 ones with an even number of nonzero components,
and let 〈χa〉4 denote the sum
∑
b∈J4a
χ4b (similarly for J
e
8 a), then
Z(44) =|〈χ1111〉4|
2 + 2[(〈χ3111〉4 + 〈χ1311〉4 + 〈χ1131〉4 + 〈χ1113〉4)χ
∗
3333 + cc]
2|〈χ1133〉4 + 〈χ3311〉4|
2 + 2|〈χ1313〉4 + 〈χ3131〉4|
2 + 2|〈χ1331〉4 + 〈χ3113〉4|
2
+ 8(|〈χ1333〉4|
2 + |〈χ3133〉4|
2 + |〈χ3313〉4|
2 + |〈χ3331〉4|
2 + |〈χ3333〉4|
2); (5.12a)
Z(28) =|〈χ11111111〉
e
8|
2 + 8[〈χ31111111〉
e
8χ
∗
22222222 + cc] + 64|χ22222222|
2. (5.12b)
There is an analogue of Z(28) for each r = 8s: replace ‘8’ in (5.12b) with 24s−1 and
64 with 28s−2. For s > 1 these are not fundamentally new, however, since they can
be obtained from Z(28) by tensor products and multiplication by the elementary simple
current invariant associated with J e8s.
Both Z(44) and Z(28) seem to be new. Z(28) seems particularly interesting, since it
corresponds to a simple current chiral algebra C(J e8 ), with f(22222222) = 2 (not 128), and
G([22222222]1) = G([22222222]2) = 8. The S-matrix for this extension is
Se =
1
2


1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1

 . (5.13)
It is unitary and symmetric, and obeys the relations Se2 = (SeT e)3 = I, as it should. The
corresponding fusion rules can be computed from Verlinde’s formula, and are all found to
be non-negative integers.
6. An example: all gcd(k′i, k
′
j) ≤ 3
Let us review what we have learned. For a given modular invariantM of grk, let K
R
M (a)
be the set of all b ∈ P rk such that Mab 6= 0; define K
L
M (b) to be those a ∈ P
r
k for which
Mab 6= 0. We know (Thm.3 of [11] together with equation (4.2b) above) that for a given
physical invariant M , KLM (ρr) = {ρr} iff K
R
M (ρr) = {ρr} iff M is a permutation invariant,
in which case it is listed in (3.5). If for all a, both KLM (a),K
R
M(a) ⊂ J a, then M is a
simple current invariant, and will appear in Thm.2.
We are interested in finding all physical invariants for a given k. Let Krk(a) denote
the a-couplings of grk, i.e. the union over all g
r
k physical invariants M of the set K
L
M (a),
or equivalently of the set KRM (a). For almost every k, experience tells us K
r
k(ρr) ⊂ J ρr,
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in which case Thm.4 applies; Thm.3 says Krk(ρr) 6⊂ J ρr iff there is an E10-like exceptional
of grk. So our strategy is to try to find the a-couplings K
r
k(a), and in particular the ρr-
couplings Krk(ρr).
There are three main constraints. Let b ∈ Krk(a). Then by T -invariance it must satisfy
r∑
i=1
a2i
k′i
≡
r∑
i=1
b2i
k′i
(mod 4). (6.1a)
Also, the relation MS = SM and the fact that S
(k)
ρc > 0 for all c implies for any positive
invariant M that
s(b)
def
=
∑
c∈P r
k
MρcS
(k)
cb ≥ 0, ∀b ∈ P
r
k , (6.1b)
with s(b) = 0 iff Mcb = 0 ∀c ∈ P
r
k .
The third tool is the parity rule [11,25,8]. To formulate it, we must make the following
definitions.
Choose any ai ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , r. For any x, y, by {x}y we will mean the unique
number ≡ x (mod y) lying between 0 and y. For each i define a+i and ǫi by: a
+
i = {ai}2k′i
and ǫi = +1 if 0 < {ai}2k′
i
< k′i; a
+
i = 2k
′
i − {ai}2k′i and ǫi = −1 if k
′
i < {ai}2k′i < 2k
′
i;
a+i = 0 and ǫi = 0 if {ai}2k′i equals either 0 or k
′
i. We call ǫ(a) = ǫ1 · · · ǫr the parity of a.
Note that ǫ(a) ∈ {±1, 0}, and when it is nonzero, a+ ∈ P rk .
Now choose any a, b ∈ P rk . Let Lk be the set of all integers ℓ coprime to 2k
′
1 · · ·k
′
r.
Then ǫ(ℓa)ǫ(ℓb) 6= 0. More importantly [11] for any level k modular invariant M , and any
ℓ ∈ Lk,
Mab = ǫ(ℓa) ǫ(ℓb)M(ℓa)+,(ℓb)+ . (6.2a)
Thus Krk((ℓa)
+) = (ℓKrk(a))
+, for all ℓ ∈ Lk, a ∈ P
r
k . A similar statement to (6.2a) holds
for any RCFT [8], and plays an important role in the Aˆ2 classification [13], the computer
search in [14], and the heterotic classification in [15]. We call it the parity rule.
Its main value for our purpose lies in its immediate consequence:
b ∈ Krk(a)⇒ ǫ(ℓa) = ǫ(ℓb) ∀ℓ ∈ Lk. (6.2b)
Together, (6.1) and (6.2b) constitute extremely strong constraints on the sets Krk(λ).
No assumptions beyond (P1)-(P3) were needed to derive them.
We will first look at (6.2b) for the case r = 1.
Lemma 3. (a) Let n be odd, and choose any integer 0 < a < n. Suppose 0 < b < n
satisfies, for all ℓ coprime to 2n, the relation
{ℓa}2n < n iff {ℓb}2n < n. (6.3)
Then either b = a or b = n− a.
(b) Let n be even. Then for a = 1, the solutions b to (6.3) are:
for n 6= 6, 10, 12, 30: b = 1 and n− 1;
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for n = 6: b = 1, 3, 5;
for n = 10: b = 1, 3, 7, 9;
for n = 12: b = 1, 5, 7, 11; and
for n = 30: b = 1, 11, 19, 29.
Proof. (a) For n odd, each ℓi = 2
i + n is coprime to 2n. Write the binary expansions
x = a/n =
∑∞
i=1 xi2
−i, y = b/n =
∑∞
i=1 yi2
−i, where each xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}. Then for
i = 1, 2, . . ., taking ℓ = ℓi in (6.3) gives us a+ xi ≡ b+ yi (mod 2). If a ≡ b (mod 2), this
forces a = b; if a 6≡ b (mod 2) this forces a = n− b.
(b) For n even and a = 1, all the work was done in Claim 1 of Sect.4 of [13]. There
we found all odd b solutions to (6.3). That any solution b to (6.3) must be odd, when n is
even and a = 1, follows by taking ℓ = n− 1 there. QED
Remember in using Lemma 3 that n there plays the role of height k + 2, not level k.
If we define an anomolous coupling here to be solutions a, b to (6.3), where both a 6= b
and a + b 6= n, then Lemma 3(a) says that for n odd there are no anomolous couplings.
However, for n even they are common. The list of all anomolous couplings for n ≤ 30 are:
n = 6 : {1, 3, 5};
n = 10 : {1, 3, 7, 9};
n = 12 : {1, 5, 7, 11}, {2, 6, 10};
n = 18 : {3, 9, 15}; (6.4)
n = 20 : {2, 6, 14, 18};
n = 24 : {2, 10, 14, 22}, {4, 12, 20};
n = 30 : {1, 11, 19, 29}, {3, 9, 21, 27}, {5, 15, 25}, {7, 13, 17, 23}.
Equation (6.4) should be read as follows. If a 6= b is a solution to (6.3), and a+ b 6= n
then a and b will both belong to one of the sets listed in (6.4). Conversely, two elements
a 6= b of a common set in (6.4), which do not satisfy a + b = n, will be an anomolous
coupling for that height n.
When r = 1 it is convenient to identify a weight a with its Dynkin label a1. Also,
when the level k is understood we will write a¯ = k′ − a.
One useful consequence of Lemma 3 is that it will permit us to find all the positive
invariants of A1,k. Recall that a modular invariant is called positive if all its coefficients
Mλµ ≥ 0 (but they need not be integers). Equations (6.1),(6.2) hold for any b ∈ K
R
M (a),
for any positive invariantM . The main reason the positive invariants of A1,k will be useful
is through projecting [3] out r − 1 of the A1 factors. See [7] for an example.
Lemma 4. Any positive invariant of A1,k can be written as a linear combination (with
positive coefficients) of the 1, 2, or 3 physical invariants at that level.
Proof. The three exceptional levels can be done on a computer, or by hand using (6.4).
For k odd, the result follows from Lemma 3(a) and T -invariance, and the fact that the
only modular invariants which are diagonal matrices will be, for any algebra and level, a
scalar multiple of the identity. Therefore we need to consider only even k 6= 10, 16, 28.
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First consider k ≡ 2 (mod 4). By Lemma 3(b) and T -invariance, KRM (1) = K
L
M (1) =
{1} for any positive invariant M .
Write KM (a) = K
R
M (a) ∪ K
L
M (a). Suppose we know KM (a) ⊂ {a, a¯} for all a. Then
the (1, a), (a, 1), (1, a¯) and (a¯, 1) entries of SM = MS tell us M11 = Maa for a odd, and
M11 = Maa +Maa¯, Maa = Ma¯a¯, Maa¯ = Ma¯a for a even. Also (SM)2a = (MS)2a tells us
M22−M22¯ =Maa−Maa¯, for a even. Then M = M22Ak+M22¯Dk, and we would be done.
So we want to show KN (a) ⊂ {a, a¯}.
By an argument similar to that used in deriving (5.5c), by looking atN∞ = limn→∞{(M+
MT )/(2M11)}
n we get the following expression:
Ca
∑
c∈W (a)
S1aS1cScb = Cb
∑
d∈W (b)
SadS1dS1b where Ca =
∑
c∈W (a)
S21c (6.5a)
for all a, b, where W (a) ⊃ KM (a) is some set of weights (namely, the weights in the
indecomposable block of N∞ containing a). Suppose we know W (a) = {a} for some a,
then for any b
Sab
S1b
=
Sad
S1d
∀d ∈W (b). (6.5b)
If instead we know W (a) = {a, a¯} for some a, then (6.5b) will hold for any odd b.
If in equation (6.5b) we have a = 3, then d = b or b¯ and we are done, so it suffices
here to show W (3) = {3}. W (a) = {a} does hold for any a coprime to 2k′, by (6.2a) and
the fact that W (1) = {1}. If 3 does not divide k′, we are done. Otherwise (6.5b) gives
us S3a/S13 = Sad/S1d for any a coprime to 2k
′ and d ∈ W (3). But the LHS will always
be ≥ 1 in absolute value, which forces either d or d¯ to divide k′. T -invariance now forces
d = 3 or 3¯, and we are done.
The proof for k ≡ 0 (mod 4) is similar. Here we get KM (3) ⊂W (3) ⊂ {3, 3¯}, provided
we avoid the exceptional case k = 16. By (6.5b) this forces KM (a) ⊂ {a, a¯} for all odd a.
From the usual MS = SM arguments, we get Maa = M11 ≥ M11¯ = Maa¯ for all odd a.
ReplaceM withM ′ =M−M11¯Dk. M
′ will be positive, it will have only 1 as a ρ-coupling,
and a = 3 in (6.5b) together with MS = SM forces M ′ =M22Ak. QED
Consider now the case where each k′i is coprime to each k
′
j , i 6= j. Given any ℓ ∈ Lk,
choose any ℓi ≡ ℓ (mod 2k
′
i). Then each ℓi is coprime to 2k
′
i. The converse is also true:
given any set (ℓ1, . . . , ℓr), where each ℓi is coprime to 2k
′
i, there is an ℓ ∈ Lk such that
ℓi ≡ ℓ (mod 2k
′
i) (this follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem).
Fix i. For each ℓi coprime to 2k
′
i, let ℓ ∈ Lk correspond to the r-tuple (1, . . . , ℓi, . . . , 1).
Then (6.2b) collapses to the one-dimensional
ǫ(ℓiai) = ǫ(ℓibi), ∀ℓi coprime to 2k
′
i, (6.6)
which was considered in Lemma 3. A little more care shows that (6.6) still holds, if all we
have here is each gcd(k′i, k
′
j) ≤ 3. Indeed, for a given ℓi coprime to 2k
′
i, choose ℓj = ±1,
j 6= i, according to the following rule: if gij = gcd(k
′
i, k
′
j) = 1, choose ℓj = +1; otherwise
choose ℓj ≡ ℓi (mod 2gij). Then, again by the Chinese Remainder Thm., ∃ℓ ∈ Lk such
that ℓ ≡ ℓj (mod 2k
′
j), ∀j. Since ǫkj (±aj) = ±ǫkj (aj), for any aj , (6.2b) reduces to (6.6)
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for this ℓ. We now know enough for a quick proof of the following result; the only hard
part as usual is handling the 3 exceptional levels.
Theorem 7. Suppose each gcd(k′i, k
′
j) ≤ 3, for i 6= j. Then the only strongly physical
invariants belonging to these levels k are the simple current invariants, classified in Thm.2,
together with the products (reordering the levels if necessary) (E10⊗Akˆ)Dk, E16⊗Dkˆ, and
E28⊗Dkˆ, where Ak denotes the diagonal invariant of level k, Dk denotes any simple current
invariant of level k, and kˆ = (k2, . . . , kr).
Proof. We would like to use Lemma 3 and (6.6) to get that Krk(ρ) ⊂ J ρ, and then Thm.4
to get the desired result. But the first step requires that we avoid ki equal to 4, 8, 10 or
28, and the second step that we avoid 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16.
Choose any a, and any b ∈ KRk (a). Consider first that ki = 2 or 12. Because it
(i.e. n = 4, 14) is not on the list of (6.4), (6.6) implies bi = ai or a¯i. If ki = 8, then (6.4)
and T -invariance (in particular (6.1a) multiplied by
∏
j k
′
j/5, taken mod 1) also implies
bi = ai or a¯i.
Next suppose ki = 4. Then the gcd condition says no kj = 10, 16, 28, so for all j 6= i,
aj = 1 implies bj = 1 or 1¯. Then by T -invariance K
r
k(ρ) ⊂ J ρ. The familiar argument
shows that f i = (1, . . . , 3, . . . , 1), can only couple to Jf i for some simple current J . As
usual this forces bi = ai or a¯i.
Thus as long as no ki = 10, 16, 28, the proof of Thm.4 will carry through, and the
strongly physical invariant will be a simple current invariant, listed in Thm.2. So it suffices
to consider k1, say, equal to one of 10, 16, 28. The gcd condition then says that no other
ki = 4, 10, 16, 28, so
bi = ai or a¯i, ∀i > 1. (6.7a)
Consider first k1 = 16. Then K
r
k(ρ) ⊂ J ρ, so by Thm.3 we have an automorphism
τ between simple current chiral algebras C(JL), C(JR). Let M be any strongly physical
invariant, and write f1 = (3, 1, . . . , 1). If τ [f1] is not a fixed point, then M is a simple
current invariant by the usual argument. So suppose τ [f1] is a fixed point, i.e. the first
component (τ [f1])1 = 9, and J
1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ JL ∩ JR. Write aˆ = (a2, . . . , ar), and
JˆR be that subset of JR which fixes the first component. So JR is spanned by J
1 and
JˆR. Let PˆL be the set of all aˆ ∈ P
r−1
kˆ
such that there exists an x < 18, b ∈ PR, such
that Mxaˆ,b 6= 0. First note that for any a, (6.4) tells us (τ [a])1 = a1 or a¯1, if a1 = 1, 5 or
7. Choose any aˆ ∈ PˆL, and suppose τ([1aˆ]1) = [1Jˆ aˆ]
′
i. Choose any [xaˆ]j and any cˆ ∈ PˆL
with components cˆℓ = 1 or 2 (so Fˆcˆ = 1), and write τ([xaˆ]j) = [yJˆ
′aˆ]′ℓ and τ [1cˆ] = [1cˆ
′]′.
Comparing
G([1aˆ]1)
Fˆaˆ
S1aˆ,1cˆ =
G′([1Jˆ aˆ]i)
FˆJˆ aˆ
′
S1Jˆ aˆ,1cˆ′ , i.e. Sˆaˆcˆ = Sˆaˆcˆ′ · −1
Jˆ·(cˆ′−ρˆ)α (6.7b)
G([xaˆ]j)
F 1x Fˆaˆ
Sxaˆ,1cˆ =
G′([yJˆ ′aˆ]ℓ)
F 1y Fˆ
′
Jˆ ′aˆ
SyJˆ ′aˆ,1cˆ′ , i.e. Sˆaˆcˆ = Sˆaˆcˆ′ · −1
Jˆ ′·(cˆ′−ρˆ)β, (6.7c)
where Sˆ is the S-matrix for gr−1
kˆ
, and α, β are the obvious combinations of G,G′, Fˆ , Fˆ ′. By
the usual argument (see (4.9)) we see that we can choose Jˆ and Jˆ ′ so that (Jˆ Jˆ ′)·(cˆ′−ρˆ) ≡ 0
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(mod 2). But any dˆ ∈ PˆL is congruent (mod 2) to some cˆ ∈ PˆL whose components are 1’s
and 2’s. So we get from the (4.3) argument that Jˆ Jˆ ′ ∈ JˆR. In other words,
τ([1aˆ]1) = [1bˆ]
′
i ⇒ ∀x, j, ∃y, ℓ such that τ([xaˆ]j) = [ybˆ]
′
ℓ. (6.7d)
Now define the projection M ′ of M by A16:
M ′
aˆbˆ
=
17∑
x=1
Mxaˆ,xbˆ. (6.8a)
Then M ′ is a positive invariant. (6.7a) tells us that M ′ is a (non-physical) simple current
invariant. Note that M ′ρˆρˆ = 7. In fact (6.7d) implies M
′
Jˆ ρˆ,ρˆ
= 0 unless Jˆ ∈ JˆL, in which
case it equals 7; similarly, M ′
ρˆ,Jˆ ′
= 0 unless Jˆ ′ ∈ JˆR, in which case it also equals 7. Then
(4.3) says JˆL · (PˆL − ρˆ) ≡ 0 (mod 2), so by the (4.4) calculation we get that
∑
µˆ
M ′
λˆµˆ
= 7‖JˆL‖. (6.8b)
From (6.8b) we see (τ [3aˆ]i)1 = 9. Gathering all the results we have, we get that M =
E16 ⊗Dkˆ for the (physical) simple current invariant Dkˆ =
1
7M
′.
Next consider k1 = 28. Again, (6.7a) is satisfied. Without loss of generality suppose
KRM (ρ) 6⊂ J ρ.
Claim 2. Suppose M
ρ,11bˆ 6= 0 or Mρ,19bˆ 6= 0. Then
KLM (ρ) = JˆL{(1ρˆ), (11ρˆ), (19ρˆ), (29ρˆ)}, K
R
M (ρ) = JˆR{(1ρˆ), (11ρˆ), (19ρˆ), (29ρˆ)},
for some groups JˆL, JˆR of simple currents fixing the first component.
Proof of claim. The proof is based on a somewhat tedious application of (6.1b). We will
sketch some of the details. Define JˆR to be those Jˆ such that Mρ,1Jˆρ 6= 0. It will be a
group, by Lemma 2. Let ‖JˆR‖nx =
∑
bˆ
M
ρ,xbˆ
for x = 11, 19, 29. These nx will be integers
by Lemma 2. Putting a = (3ρˆ) in (6.1b) gives us the relation 1 − n11 − n19 + n29 ≥ 0.
Continuing in this way we force n11 = n19 = n29 = 1. Then there exists simple currents
Jˆx such that Mρ,xbˆ 6= 0 iff bˆ ∈ JˆRJˆ
xρˆ, in which case Mρ,xbˆ = 1. To show Jˆ
x ∈ JˆR for
each x, it suffices to show that for each aˆ satisfying JˆR · (aˆ − ρˆ) ≡ 0 (mod 2), then also
Jˆx · (aˆ− ρˆ) ≡ 0. This follows from (6.1b) – e.g. if for some such aˆ we had Jˆx · (aˆ− ρˆ) ≡ 1
(mod 2) for all x = 11, 19, 29, then take a = (1, aˆ) in (6.1b).
That KLM (ρ) must also contain anomolous ρ-couplings follows from (SM)ρρ = (MS)ρρ.
QED to claim
(6.1b) and T -invariance (using (4.7a)) now tell us that M
xaˆ,ybˆ
6= 0 implies either
x, y ∈ {1, 11, 19, 29} or x, y ∈ {7, 13, 17, 23}.
Define the projection
M ′
aˆbˆ
=
1
8
∑
x=1
Mxaˆ,xbˆ =M1aˆ,1bˆ; (6.9a)
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the second equality follows from (6.2a). Obviously M ′ is a (physical) simple current
invariant. Project again, giving
M ′′xy =
1
‖JˆR‖2
∑
aˆ,bˆ
M
xaˆ,ybˆ
M ′
aˆ,bˆ
. (6.9b)
Lemma 4 and the fact that KRM ′′(3) = {} implies M
′′ = E28. This implies that M =
E28 ⊗M
′.
Finally, consider k1 = 10. Again, (6.7a) is satisfied. A similar argument to the one
used in the proof of Claim 2 gives us:
Claim 3. Suppose KRM (ρ) 6⊂ J ρ. Then either
case 1: KRM (ρ) = JˆR{(1ρˆ), (7ρˆ)} and K
L
M (ρ) = JˆL{(1ρˆ), (7ρˆ)};
case 2: KRM (ρ) = JˆR{(1ρˆ), (7ρˆ), (5Jˆ
Rρˆ), (11JˆRρˆ)}
and KLM (ρ) = JˆL{(1ρˆ), (7ρˆ), (5Jˆ
Lρˆ), (11JˆLρˆ)};
where JˆL, JˆR are groups of simple currents fixing the first component and Jˆ
L, JˆR are
simple currents.
First look at case 1. (6.2a) tells us that e.g. M1aˆ,1bˆ = Mxaˆ,xbˆ for x = 5, 7, 11. Also,
the equation M = SMS produces expressions like
M1aˆ,c =
√
1
6
{
sin(π/12) (A1aˆc + A
11
aˆc) + sin(5π/12) (A
5
aˆc +A
7
aˆc) + sin(π/3) (A
4
aˆc + A
8
aˆc)
}
,
where Axaˆc =
∑
bˆ,d
Sˆaˆ,bˆMxbˆ,dSdc. (6.10)
Comparing the expressions for Mxaˆ,c for x = 1, 5, 7, 11, and noting from T -invariance that
at least two of these vanish, we get that M1aˆ,c = M7aˆ,c and M5aˆ,c = M11aˆ,c. Familiar
arguments tell us that all row and column sums must be equal to 2‖JˆL‖. It can be shown,
by evaluatingMS = SM at (1aˆ, 4ρˆ), that there is no triple aˆ, bˆ, cˆ such that bothM1aˆ,1bˆ 6= 0
and M1aˆ,5cˆ 6= 0. Suppose there is a aˆ, cˆ such that M1aˆ,5cˆ 6= 0. The same calculation tells
us there exists a simple current Jˆ such that M4Jˆρˆ,4ρˆ = 1, and it satisfies Jˆ · (aˆ − ρˆ) ≡ 1
(mod 2). By T -invariance, the simple current J = (1, Jˆ) has norm J2 ≡ 2 (mod 4); write
M˜ =M IJ . Then M˜1bˆ,5dˆ = 0 for all bˆ, dˆ. It is now easy to show M˜ = E10 ⊗ M˜
′, where
M˜ ′
aˆbˆ
=
1
6
11∑
x=1
M˜
xaˆ,xbˆ
=
2
3
M˜1aˆ,1bˆ +
1
3
M˜4aˆ,4bˆ. (6.11)
All that remains is case 2. Then J = (1, JˆR) ∈ JR, so by Lemma 2 M1aˆ,1bˆ =
M1aˆ,11JˆRbˆ, etc. The proof that M = (E10 ⊗Akˆ)M(J) (A10⊗Dkˆ) for some simple current
invariant D
kˆ
now proceeds as in (6.10) above. QED
Throughout the proof of Thm.7, we used the easily verified fact that if M =M ′⊗M ′′
and M and M ′ are both modular invariants, then so will be M ′′.
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What is so special about the numbers ℓ ≤ 3 is that they are the only ones with the
following property: any n coprime to 2ℓ satisfies n ≡ ±1 (mod 2ℓ). Nevertheless, Thm.7
could be strengthened with more effort, but as it stands it provides an easy example of the
power of equations (6.1),(6.2). Those equations will also be used in the following section.
Note that Thm.5 tells us that when all ki are odd, Thm.7 will apply to any (not necessarily
strongly) physical invariant. For r = 2, it is also possible to show that Thm.7 holds for
any physical invariant.
7. The su(2)⊕su(2) classification
In this section we apply all that we have learned in the previous sections, to find
all strongly physical invariants for A1 ⊕ A1 at all levels k = (k1, k2). It suffices to find
all E10-like and E16-like exceptionals; the regular series (i.e. the simple current invariants
and their conjugations) are listed in the Appendix of [15]. First we will find all E16-like
exceptionals, as well as find a characterization of all of the obvious (i.e. non-sporatic)
E10-like exceptionals. The previous sections suggest to look at the ρ-couplings KM =
KLM (ρ) ∪ K
R
M (ρ).
Throughout this section, M will denote a strongly physical invariant of g2k. Let Ak,
Dk, Ek denote the A1,k physical invariants. Write J
1 = (1, 0), J2 = (0, 1), and J12 = (1, 1).
A valuable result is that for all 21 ≥ k1 ≥ k2, along with k1 = 28 and 21 ≥ k2, all physical
invariants have been found using explicit calculations using the lattice method [14,15].
Small levels often appear below as special cases, and this permits us to dismiss them.
Proposition. (a) Suppose KM ⊂ J ρ = {1, k1−1}×{1, k2−1}. Then M will lie on one
of the regular series, or will be one of the exceptionals E16 ⊗ Ak2 , E16 ⊗ Dk2 , E16 ⊗ E16,
Ak1 ⊗ E16, Dk1 ⊗ E16 (or their conjugations, if k1 = k2 = 16), or the k = (4, 4) or (8, 8)
exceptionals.
(b) Suppose for k = (28, k2), we have KM ⊂ {1, 11, 19, 29} × {1, k
′
2 − 1}. Then either M
will be listed in (a), or M = E28 ⊗ Ak2 or (if k2 is even) E28 ⊗ Dk2 or (if k2 = 16)
E28 ⊗ E16, or (if k2 = 3) the k = (28, 3) exceptional.
(c) Suppose for k = (10, k2), we have KM ⊂ {1, 5, 7, 11}×{1, k2−1}. Then either M will
be listed in (a), or M = E10⊗Ak2 , or (if k2 is even) E10⊗Dk2 or (E10⊗Ak2)M(J
12),
or (if k2 = 16) E10 ⊗ E16, or (if k2 = 2) the k = (10, 2) exceptional.
Proof. (a) Thms.4 and 6 of Sect.5 prove this for almost all levels. The remaining cases
are:
(i) k = (2, k2), k2 ≡ 2 (mod 4), JL = JR = {0, J
12};
(ii) k = (2, k2), k2 ≡ 0 (mod 4), JL = JR = {0, J
2};
(iii) k = (k1, k2), k1 ≡ k2 ≡ 0 (mod 4), JL = JR = {0, J
1, J2, J12}, and k1 ≤ 16;
(iv) k = (4, 4), JL,JR 6= {0}.
(iv) has already been worked out explicitly [14]. In all other cases, Thm.3 applies,
and we have a bijection τ between simple current extensions.
(i): First note that τ will not send f2 = (1, 3) to a fixed point, except possibly for
k = (2, 10) (the usual (5.7a) argument works here). The familiar fusion rule argument
then says τ [f2] = [Jf2] for some simple current J , and T -invariance then forces J ∈ JL.
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Then for any λ ∈ PL, the (5.5d) argument says (τ [a])2 = a2 or a¯2, and T -invariance then
forces (τ [a])1 = a1 or a¯1. Therefore M is a simple current invariant, and we are done.
(ii): The argument is the same as (i); the exceptional levels here is k = (2, 16) and
(2,4).
(iii): Suppose k2 > 16 (the remaining ten levels k ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16}×{4, 8, 12, 16} have
already been done explicitly). Then as usual looking at f2 = (1, 3) implies (τ [a])2 = a2
or a¯2, ∀a ∈ PL. Looking at f
1 = (3, 1) then implies (τ [a])1 = a1 or a¯1, for any a, except
possibly if k1 = 16. Therefore M will be a simple current invariant, except when k1 = 16
and (τ [f1])1 = 9. The remainder of the argument, namely that in the latter case M must
equal E16 ⊗Dk2 , is as in Thm.6 or Thm.7.
(b) The usual arguments from (6.1b) give us that, assuming KM 6⊂ J ρ, K
L
M = K
R
M =
JL{(1, 1), (11, 1)}, where either JL = {0, J
1} or JL = {0, J
1, J2, J12}. Also, each Mρb =
Mbρ is 0 or 1.
Consider the block diagonal form M ′ =
∑
|chi|
2. Then Lemma 2 and Perron-
Frobenius tells us that its blocks B′i will either be a (2‖JL‖) × (2‖JL‖) block of 1’s, a
‖JL‖×‖JL‖ block of 2’s, or perhaps a (‖JL‖/2)× (‖JL‖/2) block of 4’s. By an argument
as in (6.10), we get that M ′1x,b = M
′
11x,b etc. From this we find that M
′ = E28 ⊗ Ak2 (if
‖JL‖ = 2) or M
′ = E28 ⊗Dk2 (if ‖JL‖ = 4).
Now return to the given M . It will correspond to some automorphism τ of the chiral
algebra defined by M ′. The S-matrix of that chiral algebra can be easily computed, it
turns out to be S′ ⊗ S′′, where S′ is the 2 × 2 S-matrix defined by E28, and S
′′ is either
the S-matrix for Ak2 or Dk2 . From these explicit values one quickly finds that τ also must
factorize in this way (apart from k2 = 3), which means M must be in the desired form.
(c) The proof here is similar to that of (b). QED
If both k1, k2 are odd, then Thm.5 says that the conclusion of Proposition (a) still
holds if we consider there, instead of strongly physical invariants M , any physical invariant
M .
This proposition covers most of the physical invariants of g2k. It says that we are done
the g2k classification if we can show, apart from some small k = (k1, k2) which can be
handled individually, that the following holds:
(a, b) ∈ KM ⇒ a ∈ {1, k
′
1 − 1} ∀k1, or
a ∈ {1, 3, 5} for k1 = 4, or
a ∈ {1, 3, 7, 9} for k1 = 8, or
a ∈ {1, 5, 7, 11} for k1 = 10, or
a ∈ {1, 11, 19, 29} for k1 = 28. (7.1)
The reason is that Lemma 3 and (6.2a) then constrain b similarly, and with T -invariance
KM is reduced to the possibilities considered in the proposition, with three exceptions.
They are k = (10, 10), (10,28), and (28,28). The first two are explicitly worked out by
computer in [14] and [15], respectively.
The remaining special case k = (28, 28) can be handled by the now-familiar arguments.
If KM 6⊂ {1, 11, 19, 29} × {1, 29} and KM 6⊂ {1, 29} × {1, 11, 19, 29}, then from (6.1b) we
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get KLM = K
R
M = {1, 11, 19, 29} × {1, 11, 19, 29}, and all Mρ,b and Ma,ρ equal 0 or 1. So
JL = JR = {0, J
1, J2, J12}. The (6.10) argument tells us M1x,1y = M11x,1y etc. Equation
(6.1b) tells us precisely which rows and columns will be non-zero. Each non-zero row and
column of M must sum to 16. Putting all this together, we find that M is completely fixed
once we know whether M17,17 = 1 or 0 – then M = E28 ⊗ E28 or (E28 ⊗ E28)
c, resp.
So it suffices to find all levels k where KM does not satisfy (7.1). We can expect
there to only be finitely many such k – they will be where to find the remaining E10-like
exceptionals. If we were to follow the approach of [13], we would have three main tools to
constrain KM : equations (6.1),(6.2). The analysis is in fact somewhat simpler here, with
one important qualification: there are two independent levels, k1 and k2, here while in [13]
we had only one. This makes the number of different cases to be considered quite large.
There is an alternative, though it requires that we impose the full machinery of [24].
By analysing the polynomial solutions of the corresponding Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equa-
tions, Stanev [27] has found the list of all possible chiral extensions of A1,k1 ⊕ A1,k2 . The
only sporatic levels on this list turn out to be (2,2), (3,1), (6,6), (8,3), (10,2), (10,10), and
(28,8), corresponding to conformal embeddings of A1,k1 ⊕ A1,k2 into A3, G2, B4, C3, D4,
D5, and F4, respectively.
These levels have all been explicitly checked in [14] and [15]. The remaining levels
will then have ρ-couplings given in the proposition (apart from the 3 exceptionals noted
previously). The conclusion is:
Theorem 8. The complete list of strongly physical invariants of A1,k1 ⊕ A1,k2 is given
in Sect.2.
In particular, for each k = (k1, k2) there is N(k) physical invariants, where
(i) N(k) = 1 for k1 = 2 and k2 odd (or vice versa);
(ii) N(k) = 2 for k1 odd and k2 6∈ {k1, 2, 10, 16, 28}, (or vice versa), and k 6= (3, 8);
N(k) = 2 for k = (1, 1);
(iii) N(k) = 3 for k1 odd and k2 ∈ {10, 16, 28} (or vice versa), and k 6= (3, 28);
N(k) = 3 for k1 = 2 and k2 6∈ {10, 16, 28} is even (or vice versa);
N(k) = 3 for k = (3, 8);
(iv) N(k) = 4 for k1 = k2 both odd, provided k 6= (1, 1);
N(k) = 4 for k = (2, 16), (2,28) or (3,28);
(v) N(k) = 6 for k1 6= k2 both even, unless either k1 or k2 lies in {2, 10, 16, 28};
N(k) = 6 for k = (2, 10);
(vi) N(k) = 8 for k1 ∈ {16, 28} and k2 6∈ {2, 10, 16, 28} is also even (or vice versa), unless
k = (28, 8);
(vii) N(k) = 9 for k1 = 10 and k2 6∈ {2, 10, 16, 28};
N(k) = 9 for k = (28, 8);
(viii) N(k) = 11 for k = (16, 28);
(ix) N(k) = 12 for k1 = k2 even, unless k1 = k2 ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16, 28};
N(k) = 12 for k = (10, 28) or (10,16);
(x) N(k) = 13 for k = (4, 4), (6,6) or (8,8);
(xi) N(k) = 22 for k = (16, 16) or (28,28);
(xii) N(k) = 27 for k = (10, 10).
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The term “vice versa” in (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) refers to the obvious fact thatN(k1, k2) =
N(k2, k1). All the physical invariants for k1 = k2 are explicitly given in [14]; all those for
k1 6= k2 are in [15].
8. Conclusion
In this paper we classify all partition functions for A1,k1⊕A1,k2 WZNW theories. The
result, given in Sect.2, can be summarized as follows. There are the analogues of the A
and D series, 2 or 6 of them for each k = (k1, k2), depending on whether or not one of the
ki is odd. If k1 or k2 is 10, 16 or 28, there are also the invariants that can be built up from
the A1 exceptionals E10, E16 or E28, respectively. When k1 = k2, the conjugations of all
these invariants must be included. Finally, there is one additional exceptional at each level
k = (4, 4), (6,6), (8,8), (10,10), (2,10), (3,8), (3,28) and (8,28). The number of physical
invariants for a given k will usually be 2 or 6, but gets as high as 27 (for k = (10, 10)).
Our main focus however has not been on A1 ⊕ A1, but rather on the arbitrary rank
case gr = A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A1, where we have obtained a number of results (see Thms.1-7).
The main remaining obstacle to the classification for arbitrary rank r is to find all possible
exceptional chiral extensions. To this end, the recent work of Stanev [27] is most interesting,
and together with the work in this paper should permit a classification at least for g3 and
g4, along with “almost every” level k for each r > 4. Rank r = 3 is of particular interest,
since it should lead to a classification of all su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ/su(2)k+ℓ GKO cosets [16]. In
this paper we have found that the most difficult levels for the grk classification seem to be
those for which some ki = 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 16 or 28. But we should be able to handle these
anomolous cases explicitly, as was done in Sect.3 for ki = 2, or in the proposition in Sect.7.
Some of the results of this paper have already found direct application (see [15] and
[16]). More important, much of the techniques developed in this paper can be carried over
to other RCFT classifications – e.g. Lemma 2 here permits a significant simplification of
Sect.5 of [13]. In fact, thanks to this, it is now possible to rewrite that section of [13] in
such a way that that paper finds all physical invariants of su(3)k (previously, for half the
levels k some results from [24] were needed, so for those levels the argument applied to
only strongly physical invariants). In other words, the classification for su(3)k, ∀k, now
requires only (P1)-(P3).
This paper is designed to probe the largely unknown realm of large rank semi-simple
physical invariants. We find enormous numbers of physical invariants, but most of these
are easily tractible, using for example simple currents. The great hope, albeit one with
little hard justification at present, is that for any affine algebras and levels, irregularities
really only appear when simultaneously the rank and levels are small; all other invariants
can be obtained from these and from generic physical invariants, using the standard con-
structions. In other words, the hope is that a finite amount of information captures all
physical invariants. For example for su(N)k, the “generic” physical invariants would be
the A and D series and their conjugations, together with the conformal embeddings at
k = N − 2, N , and N + 2; irregularities have only appeared so far at (N, k) = (2, 10),
(2,16), (2,28), (3,9), (3,21), (4,8), (5,5), (6,6), (8,4), (8,10), (9,3) and (16,10). This paper
is consistent with this vision, but much, much work remains.
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The su(2) classification yielded the A-D-E problem [6]. The su(3) classification pro-
duced the Fermat curve coincidences [25]. Both of these hint of a deep, rich structure
underlying these problems. It would be very interesting to discover if any further “coinci-
dences” arise, connected to the su(2)⊕ su(2) classification given here.
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